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Preface
     During 1969 I was a guest lecturer in Japan, teaching a course in 
zeta functions and p-adic analysis at Kyoto University. These notes 
are essentially the lecture notes for that course.
     The first term, I presented several "classical" results on zeta 
functions in characteristic p Weil's calculation of the zeta
function of a diagonal  hypersurface, Grothendieck's proof of the 
 "Riemann hypothesis" for curves via the Riemann-Roch theorem for surfaces, 
and Dwork's proof of rationality. The second term was increasing  p-adic. 
After sketching Serre's spectral theory for compact operators I gave 
a version of Dwork's first paper on the zeta function of a  non-singular 
hypersurface, stressing the "Lefschetz fixed point theorem" character 
of the proof. Finally some indications of the connections between 
Dwork's differential operator theory and various cohomology theories, 
classical and otherwise were given, closely following Katz's  thesis. 
So  there is little new here ; still  I hope to have assembled some pretty 
results.
     I'd like to thank Mr.  Sumihiro and Mr. Maruyama for their companionship, 
and for their writing up of these notes and Professors Nagata and 






















Introduction to  Weil's conjectures 
 Diagonal hypersurfaces 
Complete  non-singular  curyo:; 
Ultra  formed fields 
The zeta function is  "meromorphic" 
Rationality of the zeta function 
 p-adic Banach spaces 
 Dwork's  "Lefschetz  fixed  point  theorem" 
 Non-singular hypersurfaces 
Connections with cohomology theories
 Chapter  0 - Introduction to  Weil's  Conjectures
     Let k be GF(q)  and  ks be  GF(q). Suppose  F1...FraektX1,...,Xn11. Let  Ns 
be the number of solutions in  k
s of the equations 
 F1(x1,,x n) = F2(x1",x ) == F (x1"*,x) = 0            'nmn
How does  N
s depend on s?
Examples  
 ns
(1) The empty set of  equations.  Ns  =  q-', 
(2) The single equation  X1X4  X2X3  =  1.
          ( 2 ilt2 1 
Then N1== (13 - q, and Ns = q3s-e. 
             q The  equations 0 define an  affins algebraic set in  n-space and  N
s is
the number of  ks-rational points of this set. This suggests the more general 
question of studying the number of  ks rational points,  Ns, of an arbitrary algebraic
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 ght be true, at 
-  Let  M  be  a
that  cp has  isolated 
Then the  numbe of 
 the  map  9 on the  (
 n+1
        qT- 1nn-1  Then N = = q+q+ ...+ 1, and  1               q - 1 
lines in P3, a  4-dimensional variety. Then
 q  +  q3  +  2q2  +  q  +  1 , and
of genus  g. Weil proved that
 citi are algebraic integers of absolute value q47
of this in Chapter  2).
 Ns always has the  form.  Si for
   The classical Lefschetz fixed point theorem
least when V is complete and non-singular. 
compact smooth manifold and cp: M  ---> M be a 
 ated fixed points and that at each fixed  point  P,
 r of fixed points of  cp is equal to the alternating 
the  rational, say) cohomology groups of  M. So
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 ifweleta.be the  eigenvalues of  cp on  H(M;Q) for  k even and  S. be the 
eigenvalues for  k odd, then the number of fixed points of  cp is equal to  Ea.  -E
    Now we have the following intuitive analogies: 
compact manifold  <----> complete non-singular variety 
smooth map  cp: M  <----> morphism  cp: V  --->  V.
When V is defined over GF(q) we have the Frobenius morphism  cp: V  --H> V
                                       g) 
given in local coordinates by (a1,,.. ,,a) ---> (a1,''The number of fixed                                                                                   ''an 
points  of  cp is clearly  Ni,  and  the  differential  of  cp is  O.  Similarly  the  number 
of fixed points of  9s is  N
s. So if we could set up a cohomology theory for
varieties in arbitrary characteristic, and prove a Lefschetz fixed point theorem,
we would have  N
s= E U.s*                           -ESiswhere the  a. and1ELare the eigenvalues ofcp
even and odd-dimensional  cohomology. When we re-examine the examples given above 
we see that they fit very nicely into the proposed  plan. Namely, projective n-space 
over the complexes has Betti numbers 1 in even dimensions up to  2n. Similarly the
variety of linesin P3(T) has Betti numbers  B0=1,  B2=1,  B4=2,  B6=1 and B8  =1,
So it looks as if the same sort of thing is happening in characteristic p, and as
if the eigenvalues of9*on the conjectured H2i(V) are qi for these varieties,
Finally a curve of genus  g over the complexes is a Riemann  larface  and has Betti
numbers  B0=1,  Bi  =  2g and  B2=1, agreeing beautifully with example (3),
     Considerations such as the above led Weil to certain conjectures which have 
had an important influence on  algebraic geometry:
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(a) For any V,  Ns(V)  E  ais  E                                    with ai and pi algebraic  integers. 
(b) If V is  complete and non-singular of dimension n, then  y  --->  qn/y induces
    a permutation of the  ai and a permutation of the  Oi 
(c) If V is  complete and non-singular, then each ai has absolute value an even
    power of  Ng— and each  pi has absolute value an odd power of  ‘fq 
(d) More generally, there is a cohomology theory for varieties defined over
arbitrary fields. Over the complexes this agrees with classical cohomology, 
furthermore it behaves  well under reduction. For complete non-singular 
varieties, V, one may prove such results as  Poincare duality and a Lefschetz 
fixed point theorem, If furthermore V is defined over GF(q) and  p is the
Frobenius, the  eigenvalues of T on Hi are algebraic integers of absolute 
value qi/2 
                              • (a) is now known to be  true. We shall reproduce the first proof of (a), given
 by Dwork  (c.f.[2]) in Chapter  5. (b) has been proved by Grothendieck; special 
cases of it were treated by Dwork and  Lubkin, Once a good cohomology theory is 
set up, it proves to be a formal consequence of  Poincare duality. (c) is still 
largely a mystery. It is known for  curves,  abelian varieties, Grassmannians, the
diagonal hypersurfaces E  aiXin  =  0, and in a few additional  cases.
    One difficulty in (d) is the choice of a coefficient field, Easy considerations 
with super-singular elliptic curves show that there can be no  good cohomology 
theory over  Q. For each prime  A Grothendieck has constructed  an"2-adic" cohomology 
theory; when V is a variety defined  over a field of characteristic  A, this theory
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has excellent  properties. In particular, Grothendieck, Artin and Verdier have 
proved all the assertions of (d) except for the last; (c) remains impervious 
to attack so  far. This has enabled them to give proofs of (a) and  (b). p-adic 
(or rather Witt vector)  cohomology theories for varieties defined over fields of 
characteristic p have also been studied; these tend to be analogues of classical 
DeRham  cohomology, Of interest here are the work of Dwork, of Lubkin, of  Washnitzer 
and myself, and the theory of "crystals" of  Grothendieck.
 It is perhaps interesting to note that a  Kghler variety analogue of (c) can
be proved but that the proof uses integral cohomology, a tool not available in 
characteristic  p.
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Chapter 1 -  Diagonal Hypersurfaces
Let V be the projective hypersurface in  P4 over  k=GF(q) defined by the 
 n    
equation  E=  O Under the assumption qS 1  (d) we shall compute Ns(V) 
       01
and verify the  Weil conjectures (a),  (b) and (c). The technique is easily modified 
to handle the  hypersurface  E  a.X.- = 0 where  a.  Ek and (d,q) = 1; for fuller 
                      0
details see [13]. 
*
We fix some  notation. Let  T be the multiplicative group of  non-zero 
complexes. Let 0: k  ---> C  be  a fixed non-trivial character of the additive
group of  k,  x will denote a multiplicative character: k  --->  cj , each such 
character will be extended to a function k  --->  0 by setting  x(0)  =  0. The 
trivial multiplicative character a  ---> 1 (a  /  0) will be denoted by  E.
Definition The Gaussian  sum g associated to the character x is the  complex 
 X
number E  x(a)Q(a).
 ask
Lemma 1.1 E 0(a) =  0. If  x  E, E  x(a) =  0,
 ask  ask
Proof: Choose b so that 0(b)  /  1, Then, E 0(a) =  E  P(a+b)  =C(b).  2  0(a),
 aEk  ack  ac.k
The proof for x is  similar .
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Lemma  12Suppose  xE. Then, for all bk,  E  x(a)g(ab)  = x(b)•gnn
 aek  X 
 Proof: If b  =0, use Lemma  1.1. Suppose  b  O. Then
        -1 -1 
 2  x(a)8(ab) =  2 x(ab )Q(a)--x(b).g r,-,  x(b7g 
 aek  aek X X 
Lemma  1.3 If  x /  E, then 1g
x1 = \FI-.  n 
Proof: 1g 12 = g •g  = g . E )-(Ti-j  Q(b). By Lemma  1,2 we may rewrite this as         X X X X bek, 
 2  x(a)8(ab) 0(b) = E  x(a)9(b(a-1)) =  S  x(1)  +  E  x(a)  5  Q(b(a-1)) =  q
 a,b €k a,b  bek  bek
by Lemma  1.1.
Definition Let  x1  ,x5  (s  >2) be multiplicative characters of k and H  be
the hyperplane  LA   =0 in  k'. The  Jacobi sum  j(xj.,..,xs) is the  complex 




(a) If  II  x,  c  , then  j(x,  „  xs  )  = 0 
 1
                                     q-1 - (b) If  II = E and no xi. = E then j(X=g 
                                                         s 11  Xi
-7-
 S
Proof: To prove (a), choose b  / 0 so that  R  v.  (b) / 1. Since
 -
 (al,...,as)  --->  (bal,...,bas) maps H 1-1 onto itself,  j =  n x4 (b).j, and j  =0, 
 1
To prove (b) note thatg =(g X,  (al  )3  .  .  . (gX(a)3. 
                 X1  •Xs(a
l,...,as)E HX1X,ss
By Lemma  1.  2 this is just
 Xl(b1)  •  " Xs(bs)•Q(a1b1+ (
al,. ,,a s ) (b1,...,bs)  Easbs).
    Now consider the contribution made to the above  2s-fold sum for fixed b,b                                                               1''
s 
 (I)  bi  =b2  =  bs  =0. The contribution is 0.
   ) /II=b=b
s=b-/ 0Thecontribution is          r•s (0) = card H=q     '12 
                                                (a,a)E H                                          1's'
As there are  q-1  possible values for  b, these terms  give  (q-1).qs-1. 
 (III) The  bi are not all equal. Let  cr be the number of solutions (a„a) of                                                                1"'s 
the linear  equatj  ons  : al+ . . . + a
s = 0, blal+ + bsas  =  r Then 
 E Q(a1b1+ + ab
S) = E crQ(r). Since each cr  =q5-2, this sum 
    • (a „as ) H  rEk
is 0, and we get no contribution to the 2s-fold sum.
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Combining I, II and III we find that j(xl,...,Xs)•ng= qs-1(q-1), so 
                                                                                                                    ,
   ss 
j(x1'°',xs
1Xiq) = 2q-1flq/E--q-1=---•ngXiby Lemma 1.3. 
We next study the relation between Gaussian sums in k and in an extension
 kA = GF(qA) of  k. Let ktbe the map GoTracek           A;  Q' is evidently 
                                        L/k 
a non-trivial additive character of  k
,. If x  E is a multiplicative character 
of k, let  x' be the multiplicative character  xoNormk of  kA, Set 
gX'= 2  X'(a)G'(a).
 a  c  k
.A
Theorem  1,2 (Davenport-Hasse
 gX, = (-1).4-10 (gx)2 
°
 Proof: Suppose F =Xn-c1Xn-1 (-1)ncn is a  monic element of k [X]. 
Set  1(F) =  g(c1)•x(cn). Then we obviously have (taking  1(1)=1): 
(1)  X(FG) =  X(F)•X(G). 
(2) Suppose  -ucki, and F is the monic irreducible equation satisfied by u over k. 
Then  X(F)Ild =  x'(u)W(u) where  d  =deg F.
-9-
 ,  =  E  deg  F.  x(F)z/degF ,  where  the  sum  extends  over  all  monic  irreducible (3)  g  =  E  deg  F.X "'6'  ,  where  the  sum extends  over  all  monic  irreducible  x'
elements of k[X] of degree dividing  A. (Every such F has  deg  F roots in  k2 and
every element of  kl is a root of such an F; now use (2)). 
    In the formal power series ring  C[[t]] we have:
(*)  E  X(F)tdegF  =  n  (1-x(F)tdeg  F)  -1 
where the sum extends over all monic F in k[X] and the product over all monic 
irreducible F; this is a formal consequence of (1) and unique factorization. The 
sum in (*) is easily evaluated. The constant term is 1 and the coefficient of t 
is  E  X(X-c) =  E  Q(c)x(c) =. The coefficient of  td(d>1) is  qd-2•  E  Q(c)x(c')  =0. 
ccgX                                                                                                   c,c'
So altogether we get  1+g  •t. Taking formal logarithmic derivatives in (*) and
 x 
multiplying by t:
g t  
 -X— =  E  X(F)•  (deg  F)deg F
l+gt - 
  X  1  -  X  (F  ) •  tdeg  F
where the sum extends over all monic  irreducible  F.  Comparing  coefficients of t
on both sides, and using (3) gives the theorem. 
    We can now compute  Ns for a diagonal  hypersurface• Let V  c  Pn be defined by
 -10- -
the equation E X."=0, and assume q:=71(d). Let  Ml be the number of solutions 
           01
of :EX1:1 = 0 in affine n+1 space. Clearly N1(V) =  (M1  -  1)/q-1. 
 0
    Since k is cyclic and q  g 1  (d) there is a character  x of k onto the 
d'th roots of unity. Then a  / 0 is a d'th power in k if and only if  x(a) =  1. 
From this we conclude that if  ask the number of solutions in  k of  zd  =a is 
                        \\\cl  1+  x(a)+ + X(a)d-1, (Consider the cases  a  =0,  a  E (k*)dand a V*) separately).
    Now each solution (a0'°°an) of E Xid = 0 gives rise to a solution 
d — 
 d,  "  \ _
 ca0  ,...,an  )  or  E  Ai =  0,  and  cne  number  of mapping on a given 
(u()"" °n) ) is evidently  (1+  x(u0)++ x(u0))(1+ x(un)+  ...+xd-1(un)), 
So  M1 may be explicitly written as:
             (1+x(110)±  ...+ Xd-1(110))(1+ X(Un) ++ Xd-1(un)). 
u0'+..+u  =0          n
Let us expand the above product into monomials and sum each monomial over
the hyperplane  u0+ +  u =0. The terms  11.... 1 give a contribution of  q 
Any other term involving a 1 is easily seen to give  O. Recalling the definition 
of the Jacobi sums we find:
 n c0 cn M1 =q + E j(X,...,X). Let S be the set of  n  +1-tuples of integers
 1<c.<d  -1
—  1— 
                             n
(c0,..•,cn) with 1 < ci<  d-1 and E c.0 (d). By Theorem 1.1,     ——1 
 0
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 M1 = q +nq1So           g g 
       q (cc
n)cSx'0                                                    X.0n
N       M1-1          =q1+1-—g •  •  •  g C
nIf  c = (CO3,,en)  E S,                    q (c,e)  E  SXCO  1-q-1 
          0'""n X
 1 let a-—  fl (-g)•Then N1(qn-14,1)(..1)n-1E ac. Now replace 
c C. q  0  c  c  S
 X
k by  ks , q by  qs and  x by  x' =  XoNorm  ks/k By Theorem 1.2, 
-g=(-g c)s. It follows that Ns=(^(n-l)s + ...+1) + (-1)n-1 E (ads.                                            Y-1 
(Xl)cX C  E  S
 n-1 
                                                             2
Furthermore, by Lemma 1.3, each  as has absolute value equal to q Thus 
we have verified the Weil conjectures (a) and (c) for V. If
                                                            (--I.n-1 cnn% 
 c =(c0"'...q -1          cn)  E S,let c'  = (d-c0,,d-cn)•Now ac-\ -j(x)
     n-1 n-1
(-1) 4r0                  —n 
             X== q a.So conjecture Consequently, ac,=.1.1,..., q-1
(b) holds too. Finally it may be shown that if V is the complex projective
 n 
                                                                                       _n-1 
hypersurfaceEX(2.1=0,thenthej'thBettinumberB.(V) is equal to B.(r) 
 i=0 
if j /  n-1 and that Bn-1(V) Bn-1(11-1) + card S. This accords perfectly with 
conjecture (d), since Ns(r ) (q(n-1)s + +1) and each ac has absolute value
 n-1  
equal to q2
                                                       -12-
Chapter 2 - Complete Non-singular Curves
    Let V be a variety defined over k =  GF(q). To study the integers  Ns(V) it 
is convenient to build a certain formal power series  CV(t) out of them;  Weil's 
conjecture (a) turns out to be equivalent to the assertion that  CV(t) is a 
quotient of 2 polynomials. Using this  "zeta-function" and the Riemann-Roch theorem
                                                  2g 
for curves we shall show that  Ns(V) has the form  qs+1 -  a.s Ea.-for V a complete 
 1
non-singular curve  of  genus  g.Finally, with the aid of some intersection theory 
 on  +.11g,  surface  VxV we show  that each  (a has absolute value  1(7 a celebrated
1
result of  Weil, The proof we give is  due to  Grothefldieck  E51.
     Suppose that V is a variety defined over a perfect field k and that k is 
the algebraic closure of  k, Identify V with its set of  K-rational  points. A 
0-cycle  D on V is a formal  Z-linear combination,  2  niPi, of points of V. D is 
called  "'k-rational" if it is invariant under the action of the Galois group 
 G(  /k). Let P be a point  of V and  (P.) be the orbit  of P under  G(k/k),  2  Pi
will be called a prime k-rational  0-cycle. It is easy to see that the k-rational 
0-cycles form a free abelian group on the prime k-rational  0-cycles. By the degree
ofa0-cycle2n.
1P.1wemeantheintegerEn.;2 n.1P.a.is "positive" if each           1
n. > 0,
 1
Assume now that  k = GF(q). Let  ks =  GF(qs) and define integers  As,Ms and  Ns by:
-13-
 As = number of  positive k-rational 0-cycles of degree s on V.
 M
s = number of prime k-rational 0-cycles  of degree s on V. 
Ns = number of k -rational points of V.
Theorem  2.1
     The following 3 formal power series are equal:
(a) E  A  ts
 0  s
                 -M
(b)  n  (l-ts)  s
1
(c) exp E 4ts). 
                    -
Proof: Since the k-rational 0-cycles are a free abelian group on the prime
ones, (a) =  (b), By the Galois theory of finite fields,  N8  = E  dMa. The 
                                               d/s
                                               038Mt 
 formal logarithmic derivative of (b) is t-1s =  t-1  E  E sM2tss'
 1  1-  t-  8=1  87=1
But the formal logarithmic derivative of (c) is just  t-1 E
, Nsts; comparing•  
                                                                   s=1
coefficients we find that (b) = (c).
Definition The above formal power series is the zeta function of V (over k); 
it is denoted by  Cv(t),
     Note that  CV(t) has non-negative integer coefficients and constant term 1. 
Suppose now that there are complex numbers  ai and  pi  such that  N8  =E  ais-E  Pis. 
Using definition (c) of  CV(t) we see easily that  °V(t) =  N(1-pit)/N(1-ait), a
quotient of two polynomials over  T. Conversely suppose that  CV(t) =  P/Q with
P and Q in  T[t]. We can assume that the constant terms of P and Q are 1. Let
P =17(1-pit ) and Q fl(l-a. ) with ai,
f3iE T, Taking logarithmic derivatives of
 a,t  pit 
the equation  CV =  P/Q we find that E  Nsts  = E1-a.t  ; equating
coefficients of  a.  - E  p.
We next turn to the study of a non-singular projective curve C/k , of genus g, 
                                      2g
By the  paragraph above we expect that Cc(t) =  N  (1-ait)/(1-t)(1-qt) and that 
                                           1
 la.1 =                To prove this we first recall some results for non-singular projective
curves defined over a perfect field  k,
    Let  k be the algebraic closure of k and  1K(C) be the function field of C over 
 T. In place of 0-cycle we use the word  "divisor", Every f  / 0 in  k(C) defines a 
divisor, (f), of degree  0, If D is a divisor on C, then 
 L(D) =  Cf  E  1(C)  If  =0 or  (f)+D  >  0) is a finite dimensional vector space over  T. 
Set  1(D) = dim  L(D). Divisors  D and D' are linearly equivalent if D-D' = (f) for
some f
                                                 -15-
    We shall use the following pieces of the Riemann-Roch theorem for  C. If 
deg D >  2g-2, then  i(D)  = deg  D  -g  +1, There is a canonical divisor W on C such 
that deg W = 2g-2 and  A(W)  -g, Any divisor D of degree 2g-2 not linearly 
equivalent to W has  A(D)=g-1, We also need some  "rationality" results. The Galois 
group G(k/k) operates on  k(C). Call an element of  R(C) k-rational if it is 
invariant under G(k/k), If f is k-rational then (f) is  k-rational. If D is a 
k-rational divisor, then L(D) admits a basis of k-rational  functions, If a 
k-rational divisor is the divisor of a function, it is the divisor of a k-rational 
 function. Finally the canonical divisor W may be chosen to be  k-rational.
    We again restrict  k to be  GF(q). 
Theorem  2.2 Let D be a k-rational divisor, The number of positive k-rational
divisors linearly equivalent to D is (q2(D)-1)/(q-1).
Proof: Let  A  =  2(D), and fl'""fAbe a basis of L(D) consisting of k-rational
 functions, Every positive k-rational divisor D' linearly equivalent to D has the 
 2
form ( E a.f.) + D with  aiEk,  ai not all 0, (al,..,,U1) and  (p1,...,p1) 
      1
determine the  same divisor D' if and only if  pi =  yai with y 0 in  k. The
theorem follows
     An equivalence class of divisors under linear equivalence is called a divisor
 class.
                                                   -16-
Theorem  2.3 Let  s be an integer. There are only finitely many divisor classes 
of  degree  s containing k-rational divisors. 
 Proof: Suppose s  2 2g Then, if  degD  =s,  L(D) =  s-g+1>g+1>  0. So 
if  D is linearly equivalent to a k-rational divisor it is linearly equivalent to 
a positive  k-rational  divisor, As there are only finitely many such of degree s 
the result follows. To handle arbitrary s choose a k-rational divisor  DT of large 
degree and make use of the map D  --->  D+D'. 
 Definition, The class number, h, of  C/k is the number of divisor classes of
degree 0 on C  containing k-rational  divisors,
Let m be the smallest positive integer such that there exists a k-rational
divisor of degree  m. We shall compute  Cc(t), and on the way show that  m=1. Observe: 
 (1) If m/s, then  As =0
 s-g+l 
(2) If  m/s and s > 2g-2, then  As  (  q  q-1), this is an easy consequence of
Theorem  2,2,
 Now Cc(t) =  E  Asts = (polynomial in tm) + 1q-E (qms-g+1-1)tins=(polynomialim tm) 
 0s=0
  h1-g +—( q 
m1 ,  q-1'-). Thus  C(t) is a quotient of 2  polynomials in  tm. 
 1-q t1-tm 
Viewing  Cc(t) as a function on the complexes we see that it has a simple pole
at t =  1
                                                 -17-
 co
 Nowletf(t)=TI.(1-ts)raswiththeM.as in Theorem  2.1. Then 
 s=1
 Cc(t) =  f(tm). By the paragraph above f is a quotient of 2 polynomials. Let
k =  km and C (t) be the zeta-function of C over  k Theorem  2.1 lets us write
 co -M * 
, 
C (t) = U (1-ts)  s Now if P is any point of C, the prime k-rational divisor
 S=1
determined by P has degree a multiple of m; it follows that k(P) k From this
we deduce that [k(P):k] =  m.[k(P):k ] , and that  Ms = m•Mms*So((t) =  f(t)m,
Since  C  (t) as well as C(t) has a simple pole at t  =1,  m=1,
q1-g
                    h
-1q°1-1t Thus C(t)  = (polynomial)  +t1-qt-—=  P(t)/(1-t)(1-qt) where P is
a polynomial with integer coefficients. Since the constant term of C is 1, so is
that of  P We next show that P(t) =  qgt2g + Suppose first g  =  0, Then
 s+1 
A
s= h (q -'-)for  all  s > 0. Taking s =0, we see that  q-1
 m  s+1 
1 
 h  =A0  =  1. So C(t) = E (q -'' )ts-1                         q-1 (1-t)(1-qt) and  P=  1. Suppose next g >  0. 
                  0 Let As=(71*.-(qs-g+1-1). If s > 2g-2, As= As* . The divisor class containing
                              qg-1 the canonical d visor has----positive k-rational divisors in it while the other 
 q-1
                                                    ° - 
divisor classes of degree 2g-2 have the expectedq-1So 
 q-1
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A  =A* +q  for  s  =  gg-2.
 *s hq1-g                           1
Now E A
s t =f -                         3,This may be   0q-11-qt
 a+bt  
1-t)(1-qt)for appropriate a and b. So,
      gg-2 * 
Cc(t)= E (A -A*)ts+ E Asts= (_tg-12g-2                                                     +..).+ 
 0 s  s o 
 2g
 immediately  that  P(t) =  q-t  -+...  Now write  P =  n 
                                                1
 coefficients of P are integers, the  ai are algebraic
Theorem  2.4
Let C be a  non-singular projective curve of genus 
   2g
 C  (t) =  Ti (1-ait)/(1-t)(1-qt), The  ai are algebraic 
        1
By using the  full  Riemann-Roch theorem  its not
is a permutation of the ai. We shall skip this and go 
                               2g 
 100=  VT.  . Since  Ns(C) =  qs  + 1  -  E  (Ls  ,










g over k = GF(q), Then 
 Pg
 int gers  and  U  LZ. =  q°. 
 1
hard to show  that a  q/a 
o irectly to the proof  that 
r all  s  Conversely we  shall
 -19-
 showthatifINs(C)-e-11<constant.e/2foralls,theneacha.has absolute 
value  ci  . 
Lemma  2.1 Let  ,X1,.••,Xt be complex numbers of absolute value  1. Then there 
 existsanintegerm>OsuchthateachX.mis close to  1. 
Lemma  2.2 Let a1,,atbe complex numbers. Then there exist infinitely many
 t
integers  m>0 such that  lair<  IE 
 1
Proofs: Lemma  2.1 follows from an obvious pigeon-hole principle argument. To 
 t
prove Lemma  2.2 we may assume  air  =1,  and must show that  I  1  +  E  aim' > 1 for 
                                                    2
a.
infinitely many  m>0. But using Lemma  2.1 we may assume that ( I aI )mis close                                                         , I 
to 1 so that the real part of  a.m >  O.
Theorem  2.5
Situation as in Theorem  2.4. The following statements are equivalent:
(a)  lail = for all i 
(b) There is a constant c such that INs- qs-11 <  c•qs/2 for all s  .
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Proof: (a)  ==> (b) is trivial. Suppose (b)  holds. By  Lemma  2.2 there are
 2g 
infinitelymanys>OsuchthatlaX<IEa.51= INs- qs,11 < c•qs/2  . So 
                                                                                        - 1
 2.
1a1<—Similarly,,1IC/1.1 < SinceII la. = 
The simplest proofs that INs-qs -  11 <  c•qs/2                                                  involve interpreting Nsas an
intersection product of 2 curves on the surface  C  x  C. So we recall some facts on 
the geometry  of  non-singular projective surfaces  (cf.r91). By a divisor on the
surface S we mean a  Z-linear combination of irreducible curves. There is a  symmetric 
bilinear form into Z, the intersection product, defined on the divisors; we  write 
 (D•E) for the intersection product of  D and  E. If  D is a divisor let  4D) be the 
invertible sheaf attached to D and  hi(D) =  dim(S0a)). The Riemann-Roch
theorem for S states:
       0,2,\ 1,               h(D)-h'-(D) + hp)-0-D-K) + constant 
where K is a certain fixed "canonical divisor" on S. By "Serre  duality", 
        , h2(D) =  ho(K-D). If we set  L(D) =  h0(D) we find that
 1(D) A(K-D)1/constant; this is a classical form  of the Riemann-Roch 
2
theorem for surfaces, and the one we shall  use. 
           
a -    Now  fix a projective imbedding S  C  P. Let H be a  hyperpiane section of S. 
If  D is a divisor on S set  deg  D  =  (D•B).
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 Lemma  2,  3 Let  tD.) be a set of divisors on S. If deg  D. is bounded above, 
then  Z(D.  ) is bounded  above. 
Proof: If  A(Di) = m, the positive divisors linearly equivalent to  Di form an
 m-1 dimensional  family, So  m-1 is bounded by the dimension of the Chow variety of 
divisors of a certain degree on  S, 
Lemma  2,  4  (Hodge)
    Let  D be a divisor on S. If  deg  D 0, then  (D•D) <  0, 
Proof: By Lemma  2.3,  f  .e(nD)1 and  f  2(K-nD)) are bounded above for  n  E  Z. By 
the  Riemann-Roch theorem,  (nD•nD-K) is bounded  above, So  (D•D) <  0,
Suppose now that S  =C  xC' with C  and C'  non-singular projective curves. If D
is a divisor on S, set  d1(D) =  (D•PxC°  ) and d2(D) =  (D•C  x  Pt  ) where P and P' are
points of C and C'. The definition is independent of the choice of P and  P', 
 Lemma  2,5  (Castelnuovo's inequality)
 (D.D) < 2  d1(D)d2(D) 
Proof: Let V be the three dimensional vector space over the  rationals  spanned 
by the three divisors  PxC°,  Cx  P' and 0, Intersection  produnt defines a quadratic 
form on V whose matrix is given by
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M =
 0  1 d1(D) 
1 0 d2(D)
d1(D) d2(D) (D.D)
(E1)  =  a.,
<  0, (all  a,  can't
    Now det M = 2  d1(D) d2(D) -  (D.D), Suppose det M <  0. Choose an orthogonal 
basis  El, E2, E3 of V and let  (Ei.Ei)  =  ai, Then  al a2 a3 < 0, so we may assume
 thatalanda2>Owhilea3<0,(alla.can't be < 0 since the quadratic form 
is indefinite on  V), An appropriate Z-linear combination of  El and E2 is a divisor
of degree 0 and positive self-intersection number, contradicting Lemma  2,4,
     Let C be a non-singular projective curve and  cp: C  ---> C a  morphism, Let
F and  A be the graphs  of  cp and the identity map C  ---> C on the surface  S=CxC.
We shall apply  Castelnuovo's inequality to estimate the  "number of fixed points",
 (F  .A)  of  cp.
Theorem  2.6 
    Let d be the degree of the morphism  y: C  -->  C. Then
 1(17  .A) - 1 -  dl  <  (2-()). a
Proof: Define a symmetric bilinear form * on the divisors of S by
 D  *E = d1(D) d2(E) +  d  (E) d2(D) -  (D.E). By Lemma  2,5,  D  *D >  0, The Schwartz
                                                          -23-
inequality then tells us that  IF  *Al  <XN*LN).(r *  .
 :p 
Now  d1(r
y)  = 1, and intersection theory tells us that  d2(ry)  = d. So the
theorem will be proved if we can show that (F*r ) =and this reduces
to  proving that (r• FeP) =  d•  (A•A). Let j: CxC—> CxC be the map 
 *
(x,y)  (cp(x),y). j induces a pull-back map j on the cycles of  CxC, and
 *
j commutes with intersection product in the Chow ring of  C  x  C. Since 
 degj  =d, j induces multiplication by d on 0-cycles mod algebraic equivalence.
So (F•F) =0*(A)•j*(6)) =  d•(A•A) and  we're done.
T T
Remark: It can be shown that  2-(A-A) = 2g. 
Theorem 2.7 (Weil).
Let C be a projective non-singular curve of genus g defined over  k=GF(q). 
            2g
                  , ThenNs(C)=qs1-1-Ea.wherela./=  ‘,F1 for each  i. 
                 1 
 S  S
 Proof: Let  cp: C  ----> C be the Frobenius map. Then deg  T-  =q-; by Theorem
 s' 
    .A) -  qs _11{2_(,L.A)} qs/2                                       Now  FandL\intersect precisely at 
—
W  cp
the points (x,x) where  x  is a ks-rational point of C; furthermore they meet
transversally at each such point with intersection multiplicity 1. Thus
 (F  s.A) =  Ns, and we may apply Theorem  2.5.
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2.6
Chapter 3  - Ultra normed fields
     We now turn to  Dwork's remarkable proof, in [2],of  Weil's  conjecture (a) 
for an arbitrary variety defined over  GF(q), A basic tool in the proof is 
analysis in certain ultra-normed fields; we develop some basic machinery in this 
chapter.
Definition. Let K be a field. A norm  on K is a map: H  H K  U  0
such that:
 (1)  <  lixil  +11Y11 
(2)  Ixyl =  11x1I'lly[l 
(3)  lx11 =0 if and only if  x=0,
If we define the distance from x to y to be  lix-yil, then K  -comes a 4ietric
space and addition, multiplication and  inverse  are all  continuous  f-ciAtic)ns  en  Y., 
   = reals and C  = complexes are the obvious examples of normed fields, there are 
some others of quite a different type as we shall soon  see. 
Definition A norm on K is an ultra-norm (or  non-archimidean norm) if 
 lin.111 < 1 for every integer  n.
Theorem 3.1
    A norm on K is an ultra-norm if and only if the strict triangle inequality, 
      <  max(11x11,11Y11) holds for  all x and y in
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Proof Suppose  II  II is an ultra-norm and M  =max(  11x11,11y11). Then 
 Ilx+YIIn =  Ilxn+...±  YnII <  (n+1)Mn• Taking n'th roots and letting n  --H>
gives the desired result. The converse is obvious. 
Remarks
(1) In characteristic p 0,  n•1 is a root of unity or 0 for  n  e  Z. So
 Iln•111 = 1 or 0, and every norm is an ultra-norm. 
(2) Ostrowski proved that every archimidean norm on a field K arises from a
complex imbedding of K.
Suppose now that K is  ultra-normed. Let =  E  K:  I  Xi < 1) and
 mK =  fxEK:11x11 <  11.  OK is evidently a valuation ring with maximal ideal  mK 
and quotient field K. The field  9k/mK is called the residue-class field of K, 
and denoted by  K. We say that K is trivially  normed if = K (i.e. 
x / 0 ==>  IlxII  = 1), and that K is discretely  normed if  OK is a discrete
valuation ring.
     Suppose K is discretely  normed. Let  7r be a generator of  mK and  A =  1170. 
Let ord be the order function  arising from the valuation ringK'Then for 
x  / 0 in K,  IIxII = xordx                             Conversely if  et is a discrete valuation ring with
quotient field K and A is a real number with 0 < A < 1, then xordx                                                                              is a
discrete norm on K
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     As an application we determine all non-trivial  ultra-norms on the  rationals. 
If p is a prime, the local ring Z(p)is a discrete valuation ring in Qand. 
gives rise to a discrete norm, the p-adic  norm. Explicitly,  if  (m,p) (n,p)  =  1, 
then  Ilps.  1211 =  Xs. We often normalize this  norm by taking  1 = 1Now let 
 II  II be any non-trivial ultra-norm on  Q. Then (0Q'mQ) is a valuation ring and 
 mQ  fl  Z = (p) for some prime  p. Since  O(p)  ,  C  =(p) and we have the
p-adic  norm. 
Remark It can also be  shown that the only archimidean  norms on  Q. are powers 
of the usual absolute  value. 
Definition A  normed field is complete if it is complete in the  metric  derived 
from H  H
     The  following is easily  proved. 
Theorem  3.2, 
     Let K be a normed field and K be the  completion of K as metric  space, Then 
K has the structure of complete normed  field. If K is  ultra-normed so is K  ,  and
K = K  o If K is  discretely normed so is K
The completion of  Q with respect to the p-adic norm will be  ceAled. Q
P'It is
 Hensel's  "field of p-adic  numbers". The analysis that we do in these notes will 
take place in  Q (or more generally in finite  extensions'  of  )  Analysis is often 
easier in  ultra-normed fields than in  archimidean  ones. For example:
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Theorem 3.3
Let  a. be a sequence in a complete ultra-normed field. Then  E a. converges
if and only if a.  ---> 0.
Proof: If  a. 0, the strict triangle inequality shows that the sequence
of partial sums of E a. is Cauchy and so converges. The converse is trivial. 
                1  1
We next study prolongations of ultra-norm. Let K be an  ultra-normed field
and K' a finite algebraic extension of K. (In the applications, K  =Q  ).
Theorem  3.4
     (1) There is a  1-1 correspondence between the prolongations of  11  11 to K' 
and the valuation rings in  K' dominating  Ok. In particular, at least one
 prolongation exists.
     (2) If K is complete there is a unique prolongation, and K' is complete too. 
Proof: For any prolongation,  [xo  Kt  :11xli < 1) is a valuation ring dominating
     Conversely suppose dominates  Ck. We have a map of groups, K /units of 
 --->  (K')  /units of  O. The cokernel of this map is finite. For if
u1",u re (K') are in distinct cosets mod the  image,  they are linearly independent 
Thus if  x€ (K')*, xn  =ey for  some unit  e in  0 and element y of  K. Set




1 Ilxli  =  ilylln ; it's easy to see this is well defined and that  IIxII  <  1  if 
and only if  xeC9. So  lix11  <  1  ==>  lix+1)1  <  1, and the strict triangle inequality 
follows proving (1). Suppose K is complete and  [C:K]=m, Prolong the norm on K 
to KT. We prove by induction on dimension that every K-linear subspace V of K' is 
complete. If dim  V=1, this is clear. If dim  V>l, write  V  =KaeW. Since  KU and W 
are complete it's enough to show that the projection map V  Ka is continuous. If 
it's not there's a sequence xi ---> 0 in V such that xi = Xicx+wi with Ki e K 
bounded away from 0 and wie W. Then xi/Xi ---> 0 so wi/Xi --->  -a, As W is
complete it is closed in K' and  aEW, a  contradiction. In particular K' is complete.
     Now choose a basis of K'  over K. The above proof shows that the projection 
maps K'  --H> K are continuous so K' is homeomorphic with Km. So any two norms 
on K' prolonging the norm on K induce the same topology on  K'. Since  l[xII > 1 
if and only if  x-11  --->  0 as n  --->  0., the topology determines  ()C  E  Kr:  (1x11  <  13. 
By (1), the prolongation is unique.
Theorem  3.5
     Let K be a complete ultra-normed field and  L an algebraic closure of  K. The 
norm on K prolongs uniquely to L (but L need not be complete).  L is the algebraic
closure of K
Proof: Existence and uniqueness are obvious from (2) of Theorem  3.4. Also, 
if K' is finite over K,  K' is finite over  IT (elements ofKIrepresenting
linearly independent elements of K' over K are themselves linearly independent 
over K). Thus L is algebraic over  K. Suppose  fc  L[X] is  monic. Pull f back to f 
monic in  C'1_,[X]. Since  CL is integrally closed, f factors into linear factors over  CL,
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f factors into linear factors over L and L is algebraically  closed. 
Theorem 3.6
Let L be the algebraic closure of  Q  ; prolong the p-adic norm to L. Suppose
 r
— — 
 aE  L. Then  a  p  =a for some r and there is a unique  "TeichMdller representative"
 r
 a  €  C9._  such  that  aP  =a  and a  reduces  to  Et
 L 
 r
Proof: a is algebraic over  Zip; if the degree of a is r then  EiP =  E. The
 r
remaining assertions are true because the polynomial  XP -X factors into distinct
linear factors both over  0_ and  L
 L
     The  Teichmdller representatives give a canonical set of representatives for 
the residue classes of  mL in  0L, They are closed under multiplication, but not
under addition
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Chapter  4 - The zeta function is  umeromorphic"
     Dwork's proof of Weil's conjecture (a) breaks up naturally into two parts. 
First he expresses  N(V) in terms of the traces of certain infinite matrices with
co-efficients in a finite extension K of  Q  , and deduces that CV(t) is a quotient 
of two everywhere convergent power series over K. A p-adic version of a classical 
theorem of Borel then shows that  C  (t) is a quotient of two polynomials and 
conjecture (a) follows  easily. In this chapter we carry out the first part of this
 program.
     Suppose K is a complete  ultra-normed field and  f=  r  aiX1  e  K[[X]]. If 
 i>0 
 ucKanda.ui—>OthenEa.uiconvergesinK;wewritef(u)=Ea.ui  1  i>0  1  i>0 
 It's easy to see that the f converging at u form a subring of  K[[X]] and that 
f  ---> f(u) is a homomorphism of this subring to K.  Let's assume now that K is a 
complete extension of  Q and that the norm in K has been normalized so that
 p
 Ipl =  p  1, If  1 is real, let =  (14-  E  c.X1 K[[X]] such that
 -X  i
 11..11 <  p for all  SW is closed under multiplication and if  fsS(X)
 1 -
then f converges at all u such that  ^11111 <  p1.
Now let  7T be an element of the algebraic closure, L, of  Q satisfying
 721-1 =  -  p. We describe certain important power series over the complete ultra-normed 




If r is an integer > 1,®r(X)= exp  Tr(X-XP  ).
                                               r-1•-„,i 
   We write  e for o1"Note that  er(X) =IItor(XP ). 
 i  =0 
Lemma  4.1 er€ S ( 0 ) . 
               iiii  Proof  : The exponent to which p occurs in  i: is [-
17.] + [--f] +... <7,-+-7...                            P'`'P
 i  r
It follows that  I  < 1 and that  exp7rX  E  S(0).  Similarly  exp(  -71"XP )  E  S(0). 
 1.  –
    Our next goal is to show that the  8  r  E  S(X) for some positive  X. Suppose 
 sE  Q (or even  Qp). By  (1+X)s we mean the  formal power series  l+sX  +s(2-1)  X2+... 
Lemma  4,2 Let  p,:  Z+  —>  [0,  +  13 be the  MObius function. Then:
 il(n)  
 (1) exp X =  11  (1-Xn)  n
 n>1
 -4(n) }.1(n)  
 22
(2)  exp  (X  +pXP) =  I1(1-Xn)  n  (l-xnp  )  np                                                    where the product extends over
all positive n prime to  p.
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 p-1  '





Then  Xf  l/f = E 
>1n
 p. (n  )Xn
 1-Xn
  Using the familiar
fact that  E 
/nd
 p(d) =  0
be rewritten asexp X







 p,  (n  ) 
np
 f'  /f = 1,proving







positive nprime to  p. )2( follows immediately.
Lemma  4.3 Suppose  S  E  Q  Q. Then:
 (1)  )s -FX  q(n)  i
(2)  (1+X )S  E S(-r
  1 
 p-1
if  11s11 =  pr>1
 Proof  :  (1±x  )8
00 
E 0
a.Xi with  a.  -- 
 I
s-i+1)
So  if  HL =  pr  >1,








 To  prove (1) note that S  €Z ==>  a.  Z and
 that  s - > a. are continuous functions  QP >  Q
 The  or  em 4.1
 er  e  s( p-1  r+1 r+1
 p
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Proof: Let f  exp(X+p1XP). By  Lemmas  4.2 and  4.3,  f  s  S(6) where 
 =1(-2-  5137  )1-2p . Thus  e  (X) f(fiX)ES(b+  177) =  s(24  )  . 
 P (P-1) 
                                        r-1 
Now use the fact that®r(X)n  40 (XP 1).
 i.0
Corollary Let K be a complete extension of  Q  (w) and u an element of K. If 
 <  1,  then  the  e  converge at u.  I  then  the  \--1
r  - at u.
Theorem  4.2 
    In the situation of the corollary suppose  !lull <  1. Then
e (u)  1+701  (w2) in  Ok  . 
Proof: e (u)  =  1+Tru +  E cui with  C.Q(w). It clearly suffices to show 
 21p 
that  Ilc.  I  I  <  I  1711  I for i >  2. This will follow from Theorem  4.1 provided
  (17)1 p-1p-1 ) >—1—,i.e.i > (—2—)2. So we only need worry about the cases when 




 K=Q  (rr) contains the  p'th roots of unity. There is a unique  pith root of
unity  A in K such that  A  1-Prr(7r2)  in  Ok  . 
Proof:  e(X)P = (exp  Trp;X)•(exp-TrpXP), Both sides converge at X = 1; setting 
  =  9(1) and substituting  X  =1 we find that  AP  = 1. By Theorem  4.2,  xri+Tr(7r2). 
 So  A  / 1, and the p'th roots of unity are in K. Since  Al  m (72),  A is the 
unique  p'th root of unity  T  1+7  err2). 
 Now let  k  GF(p'). We shall define an additive character  Hr from  k to the
 multiplicative group of  Q  (rr) and then show that  9r is a lifting of this
 character.
Definition
 (1)  Q Z/p  --->  Qp(rr) is the additive character  n  --->  An  (A as in Theorem  4. 
(2)  Qr  k  --->  Q  (7rr) is the map  QoTr where Tr is the trace map from  k to  Z/p
Since  k  is separable over Z/p,  Qr is a non-trivial additive  character.
Theorem  4.4 
 r
 P      Let L  be the algebraic closure of Q
P' u an element of L satisfying  u=  u , and 
u the  TeichmUller lifting of  u. Then (.--)r(u) = Qr(u).
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)3
 Proof: Since  up = u, the argument of Theorem  4.3 shows that (E)r(u) is a  p'th 
 r-1 
root of  unity. Furthermore,  or(X) =11(XP )• Substituting  X  =u and using
 i=0 
 r-1
Theorem  4.2 we find that  ®r(u)  r  1+7(u+uP+...+  up )  (72). Let n be an integer 
such that  n = Tr  u =  (u+ P  ). Then, n  s )  (rr). So 
 r(u)  1  +  n7  (72)  ; it  follows that  ©r(u)  =1~n=r(T) .
A generalization of Theorem  4.4 in which  (3  r is replaced by a power series
in several variables is useful. We use the usual multi-index notation;
                                                                            n 
if a = (ao n,,a) is an  n+1 tuple of non-negative integers then Xameansn x. 
                                                                  0
 n
and  I  al means E  a. 
0
     Suppose now that L is the algebraic closure of  Qp, that  G  e  L[X0,...,Xn] and 
that every coefficient c of  G satisfies  cq = c, with q =  pr. Let H be the formal 
power series in  n+1 variables exp  71 (G(X) -  G(Xq)). 
Theorem  4.5
(1) There exists anE. >  0 such that H=EcaXawith licaII <p-Eal 
(2) Suppose  u =  (1710  .•  Tin) is an  n+1 tuple in  L satisfying  ucl =  u, and 
    u =  (u0  .•  un) is the  TeichmLler lifting of  1.7. Then H(u) =  Grod  (u).
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Proof: Since both exp and  9 are multiplicative it suffices to prove (1) and
(2) when H is a monomial Since  cq = c, Theorem  4.1 shows that (1) holds with 
       p-  E  =As for (2), H(u) =  er(cu13). But cul3is a root of xq x. By      r+1     1   P 1  31  . 
Theorem  4.4, H(u) =  Gr(cII3) =  Qr  G  (71).
    Now let  k GF(q)= GF(pr)and fEk[XiXn]. Let  V be the variety defined 
by the equations  f(Xl..  Xn) = 0,  X1X2  Xn  / 0. We shall use p-adic methods to
study the zeta function of V  *   ,
Lemma qN(V-) -  (q-1)n =            1  Qr(x0f(x,..  xn)),
                            (x0.,.xn)c(k*)11+1 _ 
Proof: Fix  (xl..  xn)  E  (k  )n, If  f(xl..  xn) = 0, the contribution to the sum 
is  q-1; otherwise it is  -1. So the sum is  (q-1)N1(V*) -  ((q-1)n -  N1(V*)).
Now let L be the algebraic closure of  Q Imbed k in L and let F be the
lifting of f to aL[X1.. X
n] whose coefficients satisfy cq =  c. 
Let GE01,[X0.. Xn] = X0F and H = exp  (G(X) - G(X(1)). Theorem 4.5 and the lemma 
show that  qN1(V*)  (q-1)n = E xn) where  (x0..  xn)  E  (L*)n+l and x.q =  x. 
 •
 s-1
More generally, let  Hs  = exp  rr (G(X) -  G(Xq )) =  II  H(Xq  ). The same argument 
                                                             
. _
 i=0
with q replaced by  qs gives:
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 Theorem  4.6
 (x0
 qsNs(V*) -  (qs-1)n = E 
 xn) E (L* )n+1 with x
Hs(x0"xn), 
 q
    =  x..
the  SUM  extending over all
     We next express the sums in the above theorem as the traces 
matrices. Let K c L be the extension of  Q by 7r and
 xq = x. K is complete and contains the coefficients of each  H. 
space of formal sums E cXawith a runningover n+l-tuples (a0 
                                                     0 ca0 as lal--->00If T: W--->W is K-linear and T(0) 
of T is the  infinite matrix (cap),If caa0 we define the 
the matrix of T) to be E  caa. Let  lit: W W be the map E caX
of certain infinite 
the roots of
Let W be the vector
   ),  cue  K and ' • n
= E c
upXa, the matrix  a
trace of T (or of 
a  _a
 >  E  c 
 qa
 Lemma 




















 (*S  P) =
over  (xo




 xn)  E (17)11+1
diagonal term c





in the matrix 
equality for
 n+1 E P(x0
iq  =  x.
of irsoP is  c








                (cisn_i)= (qsn+1-i)  eNs(V*) Tr(*0H)s  . 
Proof By Theorem  4.6 and the lemma it's enough to show that 
 *soF =  (S0H)8  Now it's easy to see that for  Pc  W,  *.  (P(Xcl))-  P(X) Thus
 s-1
 (*°H)s =  *°H  °*  °H..  $°H =  *s0(11(X)•H(Xcl).,.H(Xq  )1 =  *solis
 Now  let W CoW(2ca Xa:11c11 <  1 and ca--->v),The 
 0a
 linear
transformations T: W  W such that  T(W0) cIA10form an algebra over ®KIf 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        °
 T is in this algebra and [cap) is the matrix of T then cap€0Kand for fixed p 
  ap--->0 as 'al.. It's not hard to see that T < >  (c) sets up a
 1-1 correspondence between our algebra of linear transformations a d the matrices
described  above. So we can give this set of matrices the structure of  ck algebra,
and we see that addition and multiplication are what we  expect. In particular,
(cd)= cd   upaYYI3
Theorem  4.8
There is a matrix (caf3) in0'with the following properties:
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 C  af3
s * \ 
 1  Ns  (V )
 ycila1-1131 for some fixed y, 
 (qs -1)n = (qs_i)n+1 Tr Ms
0 <  y < 1.
for all  s.
Proof: Let M be the matrix of  $OH: W  ---> W. If M =  (cad , then 
 C  c (H). (1) then follows from Theorem  4.5 with  Ne=P—E The discussion 
       clu-P 
above shows that the matrix of (*.H)s is Ms. Theorem  4.7 then gives (2).
We shall call an element of K[[X]] entire if it converges for all  Ile  K, 
meromorphic if it is a quotient of 2 entire power series. We shall use Theorem 4 
to show that C  *(t) is meromorphic. The key step is:
            V
Theorem  4.9
    Let M =  fc  ) be a matrix in Suppose  II  c  I  1 <  yglal--1  Pi for  some 
 y, 0 <  y < 1. Then Tr  Ms exists for all s and the  "characteristic power  series",
           )pTrMs  m(t) =  exp(- Esis) is entire.
 1
                                                                              .8
be a finite matrix. Easy linearRemark Let  M0 
co  Tr Ms
exp(- E 0                 ts) =  det(I  -tM0). Thus cpm(t) is 
     1
the characteristic polynomial to infinite  matrices.
Proof:           We need several lemmas.
                                        algebra shows that
some sort of generalization of
 -4o-
Lemma  4.4 Tr  M exists and is equal to  lim Tr  14'8 where  Mo runs over
the finite submatrices of M whose rows and columns have the same indexing
set.  cpN(t) is the coefficientwise limit of det(I - tM0), with  M0 above. 
Proof:X(i)(1 < j <  s-1)         m= E(0)
x(0)cx(0)x(1)c(1)  x(2)cx(s-1)x(0)where
run over the  n+l-tuples of non-negative integers. Now the norm of the term 
 s-1
 (q-1)  E fx(i)1 
                    i=0'  s-1 above is < y. Since E  IA(i)! --> c0 as the X(i) vary, it 
 i=  0
follows that Tr  Ms exists and is equal to 
0Es-1c1                                                          (0)A. ..(1)cx(s-1)x(0)'                                     )
,...,x() 
Using the similar result for Tr  M(8_) we see that Tr  M(8_;  ---i> Tr  M8. This,
together with the remark preceding the lemma, gives the final assertion.
Lemma  4.5 Let  Mo  be  a  j  x  j submatrix of M, as in Lemma  4.4. Then,
 x.
 
Ildet M0!I  <  y  J  where  A-00with j.
 Proof: det MO is a sum of terms of the form + c                                     —  (1) (1)(j) (.1)                    a  p a  p 
with the  a(i) distinct n+l-tuples, and the  p(i) a permutation of the 
 j(i) 
 (0-1) E a
 a(0. The norm of such a term is < y1. Let  X. =1 min EIGlil.                                                                                        -'I 
                      J j  1 
where the  a(i) run over distinct n+l-tuples.  Evidently  X.  -->  00 with j. 
3
Since  Ildet M0ti < y  u, we're done.
 -14a -
     It's now easy to prove Theorem  4.9• Let  MO be a finite  submatrix of M as in 
Lemma  4.4.  The coefficient of  t3 in det(I-tM0) is a sum of determinants of  j  xj 
submatrices of M0(with rows and columns indexed by the same set) and has
jX., jX. norm <  y'-'by Lemma By LemiaLIAif y =ym(t) then Ilyy)11 < y ,  so 
 y is entire. 
Theorem  4.10
C  (t) is meromorphic over K.
V
Proof: We may write (qs-1)n = E a.qis - E b. qis  , 
 itn(2) 1  i$n(2) 1 
(qs-1)n+1 =q           .qisE.is      Ewhere a.,b.,c.,d. (>0) are certain 
     1_74/1(2)c1-i=11(2)d11a.a.1 
binomial coefficients. By Theorem  4.8,  eNs(V*)  =
 is    is   is   s    is                                                           - 
E  a.q -  E  b.q1  + c.q - Tr M-  E  d.q-- Tr M. It follows that 
 11
 b  .
q)sN(V*\ n(1-qit)  i.n cpm(git)' 
                .,., 
c *(qt) = exp (E   ts)  = s a. b. . 
V i,1\ i n(1-qt).n opm(qit) 
Replace t by  q-1t and use Theorem  4.9.
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Theorem  4.11
    Let V be any variety defined over k = GF(q). Let K c L be the extension  of— 
Qp generated by  it and the roots of  xq = x  . Then CV(t) is meromorphic over K.
Proof: By induction on dim V. If W is a closed subset of V then
 Ns(V) =  Ns(W) +  Ns(V-W), so  Cv =  Cw.Cv_w So if the result holds for two of
V,W and V-W it holds for the third.
    By removing the singular set (which has lower  dimensiOn) from V we make V a 
disjoint union of irreducible varieties and so may assume V irreducible over  k.
V is birational with a hypersurface over  k, and hence birational with a V as in
Theorem  4,10. Since dense open subsets of V and V* are isomorphic, Theorem  4.10 
and an induction finish the proof.
     It's also possible to get Theorem  4.11 from Theorem  4.10 by a combinatorial 
argument as in Dwork  [2],
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   Chapter 5 - Rationality of the zeta function
    We shall need a criterion, due to E . Borel, for a power series 
to represent a rational function. 
Theorem 5.1
 LetKbeafieldandf=Ea.Xian element of  K[[X]] . If m,n are 
integers > 0 let Nn,m be the determinant of the matrix  la  n+i+jI  , 0  5  i,j  <  m  .
Then f is a quotient of two polynomials if and only if there exists an m such 
that N = 0 for all large n  .
 n,m 
 k
Proof: Suppose first f = g/(1-E d.X1) with g  E K[X] . Then for 
 1
n > degg,a
n=d1an-11-.."-kan-k                                      So Nn,m  =  0 for  m  =  k  +  1and n large.           d 
     Conversely suppose Nnm = 0 for n large ; choose  m as small as possible. 
,
 Take n large withN0 . Let V be the  column  vector (A__a 
                          n+1,m-1 
 anA M the symmetric matrix  (VnIVn+1  ..Vn-1) . Since det M = 0 there is a
 m-1
non trivial relation E r.1V.l+n= 0 . Since Nn+1,m-1 / 0 , the lower left and 
    0
upper right  (m-1) x  (m-1) submatrices of M are non-singular. It follows that 
ro / 0 and rm-1 / 0 , that Vn+m-1 is a linear combination of VV 
                                                                                                 n...n+m-2
 r
         = 4-    and  that N
n+2,m-1 o .                      rm -1 Nn+1,m-1
  N
2,m-1 = =                                 t 0 . Repeating the argument with n                  n+1,m-1
replaced by n + 1 we find that V
rrim is a linear combination of  Vn+1...Vn+In-1  . 
 m-1
I claim in fact that the vector r
i+n+1                                  r.V= 0 . The first  m-1 components of       0
the vector obviously vanish, and the last does also since the bottom  row of the
matrix (Vn+1 1 ...IVn+m) is a linear combination of the others.
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 m-1
    An induction now shows that  E riV. = 0 for all kn  . Thus 
f  •  (rm-1 +  •..+  r•z.  ) is a polynomial.
    By Theorem  4.11 the zeta-function  E  a  ti of a variety , V , may be written 
 o 
as  E ct/(1-E  aiti) where numerator and denominator are entire over an  ultra- 
 oI 1 
normed field  K . To show that  Cv(t) is rational we study the explicit dependence 
of the N
n,m of Theorem 5.1 on ci and di  • The Nn,m are clearly polynomials 
 inc.and  di  , we show in some sense that the  ci and  di with  i small
don't make much of a contribution to  Nn
,m
    The problem is a formal algebraic one so let  ci (i  > 0) and  di (i > 1) 
beindeterminatesoverZ.Define/1-E diti 
      iiii 
and let  ai = 0 for i < 0 . If  X  =  (Xl..Xm)  and  p =  (pi..pm) are
 (Al— Am) 
m-tuples of (possibly negative) integers let N(or more briefly NA)                                           (
41..4m) 
be the determinant of the matrix  I  a„; Np.X   E  Z[ci,di]. Let weight
 s.
ncri-11(1'3=Eir+Ej.;Sian element of Z  [c d.] has weight r
if every monomial occurring in it has weight r  . 
Lemma 5.1 Notation as above. Then:
(1) Weight  NI)j". = E  Xi +  E
(2)  IC has total degree m in the c's
(3)  N has degree   max  (A1  +j) in each d
 Proof: Clearly ai = ci + di , (i > 0). By induction ai has 
weight i and total degree 1 in the c's . This gives (1) and (2). To 
prove (3) we may assume that  Al <  A2.•<  Am =  A and  P1 <  P2•°.<  Pm =  4i  • 
If  A +  p < 0 , NI.X1 = 0 . So we assume A  +  p > 0 and argue by induction
on AT +  pI Let M be the matrix 1-la,A..pand I MI the same matrix 
                ,
1
with 
''''axI4.ut replaced by cx1 +        pt1                              (or 0  if A.+  p' <  0) in the final 
column. Using the relations  ak  '  ck  1-  d1  ak-l—  +dkao to decompose the last 
                           (A1—Am)  Al4p1 (Al'A2"•••A') 
column of M we find that N = E d.N + det M' .
 1=1   1   011,112,•  '  • 
Expanding det  M' in  terms of the last column of M' and using induction gives
the lemma.
Lemma 5.2 Let K be an ultra-normed field. Suppose  ci(i  > 0) ,  di(i > 0)  £ K  . 
Definea.1eKbyEa.ti=Ec.t1/1-rd.1ti , and Nn,m  c K as in Theorem 5.1.     11 
    Suppose IlcjII <1.3and 11d.11<  Ai for j large, where A > 0 . Then
                                                   m(m-1) + nm there is a constant c such that 11 Nnm11 < cn+3m                                                            . X
     ,
 Proof:ChooseA>landjoso  that  Ilcjll and  11d.  II are  <  A  A3 for
 s, r.  i 
alli
Ja monomial occuring 
in Nn,m . In the notation of Lemma 5.1. (0,1- •m-1) 
                N =N.So:                                         n,m-(                                                                     /.1,n+1,°*n+m-1)
 (1)Eir.i-Eis.==  m(m-1)
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(2) E r.1 m 
(3) sj< n + 2m 
                       r.             sij (n+2m) 
                                           xnm+m(m-1)               1 ThuslInc•-n d.II <  Am • A 
        jo
Now take c = A- and use the strict triangle inequality. 
 Lemma  5.3. Let  II  II be the normalized p-adic norm on Q  1  I the
usual absolute value. If n is an integer and  11n11  •lnl< 1 , then  n= 0  . 
Proof: Write n =  psm  with (m,p) = 1  . Then  11 n  11  •Inl=m. 
Theorem 5.2 (Dwork)
Let  fe Z [[ X ]]. Suppose that f has positive radius of  converaence
in  T and is meromorphic over some extension K of  Q . Then f is a quotient
of two polynomials with rational  co..efficients. 
       (A  similar  result was proved by Borel, assuming that f was a quotient
of two entire  power series over  $ , rather than over K . For generalizations 
see Dwork  [2]).
 03
 Proof: Write. Since f has positive radius of convergence 
               01
in  T  I ail <  aRi for some constants a  and R . Choose A so AR < 1  . 
Normalize the norm in K so that  IIPII =  P-1  andwritef=Ec.)011-Ed.Xi 
with numerator and denominator  entire. Then  Ilc  II and  I  Id•I are <  Ai for
j large.
    Now define N
nmas in Theorem 5.1. The Nnm are integers; we shall estimate  ,, 
I INn,mI I and INn,mI  . By Lemma 5.2 IINn,m11 < cn-1-3mXm(m-1)  +  nmfor some constant c 
                                                              - Since       1a-IaR1                  , obvious estimates show that INn,mI  <  m: • am • Rm(m-1) +  nm 
         1 
                                1 Chooseanm so large that (XII)m <7•J  • Then, IINn ,mII • INn,m 15constant.°
                                                       . en • (xR)111I1constant • (--1)n • By Lemma  5.3) Nn,m = 0 for n large,and 
                       2
Theorem 5.1 finishes the proof. 
Theorem 5.3
    Let V be a variety over  k = GF(q). Then  Cv(t) is a rational function 
over  Q . More precisely  Cv(t) = g/h where g and h  s Z[t] and have con-
stant term 1 ; thus  Weil's conjecture (a) holds for V  . 
Proof: Note first that  Cv(t) has positive radius of convergence over  $ . (When 
       1  V = kn  Cv(t)  -n,  when V C  kn the co-efficients of  Cv(t) are bounded 
 i-q  t
in absolute value  by  the  co-efficients  or                                                       , and the general case reduces 
 1-qnt
easily to the affine case on covering V  with finitely many affines.) We  saw
in the last chapter that  Cv(t) is  meromorphic over an extension of  Q10 . By 
Theorem 5.2, Cv(t) = g/h with g and h in Q[t]. We may assume that (g,h) = 1
in Q[t] and that g and h have constant term 1. It  will suffice to show 
that h  c Z[t]. Suppose on the contrary that some prime r divides the denominator
of a co-efficient of h . Write h =  N  (l-ait)  with  ai in the algebraic closure 
of  Qt Evidently  II  ai  II > 1 for some i . Then h  •  Cv(t) = g and both 
                                                                                        -1 
 sidescovergeatt=a.-1 , since  CV  E  Z[[t]]. Substituting t = a.we
find that  g(Cii-1) =  h(015.-1)  . 0 , contradicting the fact that (g,h) = 1 . Writing
g =  11(1-&t)andh=11(1-a.0, we get Weil's conjecture (a) easily. 
 Not  too  much  is  known  about  the  a.  and the in general. As we've re-
                                                                                                     
1 marked,  Well conjectured that for V complete I  ad 2 isanevenandISi12an 
                                                                    12I 
odd power of q ; perhaps IaiI2and I0,.are powers of q even when V
isn't complete. There's one further interesting result. Putting Theorem 5.3 
together  with a result of Lang and  Well one finds that if V is absolutely irreducible
 ofdlinensionnthenDi s(10=es+Ect.s-Ep.swith  Ia.  I and  0. 1
1
   n---  2 
 < q (The proof depends on  WeiPs results for curves.)  Presumably
 la-  I  <n-1             , but this remains unknown.
The proof that we've given of Theorem 5.2 differs a little from  Dwork's,
which makes use of some factorization theorems for entire power series. As these 
results are of interest in themselves we devote the rest of this chapter to them. 
Let K  be  a  complete  ultra-normed field,  a=  (11EKI  11  1111  <  1  3 and  a(x) 
the ring of power series E  c.X1 where c.  e and c. —> 0  . 
 o
                e  a Cx) , set  II f  II = max  II  c  II . It's easy to see 
that  II  f  +  g  II  max  (  II  fH,11g11),Ilfg11=11f11,11g11, 
and that C9  (X) is complete in the metric, d(f,g) =  II f-g 11 , defined by 
 e  {X)  , let  f be the element  E  ci  Xi of  R 
Note that f is a unit in  0  (X3 if and only if  f is a  non-zero  constant 
For suppose  f is a constant 0 . We may suppose  f =  l . Then f =  i-g
with  11g11 < 1 , and 1 + g + g2  +  ... converges to an inverse of f  . Conversely 
if f is a unit in  et  (X) ,  f is a unit in  K  [x] , and so constant.
    We  now prove a "Weierstrass preparation  theorem' in  a  (x) 
Theorem  5.4
    Suppose f  E  O  (x3 ,  f 0 , deg  f =  n Then f = ug where  u is a unit 
 in  a  (X) and g  E  C9.  [X] is  manic of degree n .  The decomposition is unique. 
If f is in  0[X] , so is u ; if f is entire so  IS  u
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Proof: Choose  fo  0[X] of degree n so that  f  =cp . Then  11  f-fo 
choose a in  G so that  11a  11 =  11 f-fo 11 ° Since every element of 0 
is congruent to a polynomial mod a , the ring  a  C10/(a,f) =  a  1x)/(a,f0) is 
                                                                                                     ,n generated as 0-module by  Xi, 0 < i < n.In particular,X =  r  a,  A
 1
v1 a +  wif with a.  e  ® and v1  , in  (X) . Continuing we may  write:
n
v=Eb.X1-1-1  +  v2 a +  w2f 1 
 1
 n  n-i
v2=c X- -+v3a+w3f 
                                                                              •                                                   •                • 
                     • •
where b. ,  c. are in (3. and  V.  ,  w. are in 0  (X) Now let 
                 a.
2  2
r. = a. + ab. + a c. ." and w = w + aw + a w,+. Then. 
1115
.11n-i X= E r. X + wf  . So wfis an element g=Xn-E r. X11-1  of  a [X]  , 
 I  1  1 1
monic of degree n  . Since wf  = g w is a non-zero constant and w is a
unit. Set  u  =1  .
Nextwritef-Ect.xl ,u=Ep.  X1,Since f = ug , we find that: 
                     1 
                          .--'0/ +r P. 1- .--+ r (3.                f51 i -t-fl 1 1+1 n i+n 
                     = a
i+n+1 + r1D.-vp.             Pi+i1,.-t rit2n 14r1+1
 <  1  ; 
 EX)
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Since  ilp,  11---> 0 as j  —>  co , the above equations show that
 II  Oi  II         < max  11  an+i„  II (k  > 0). So if f is in  a , so is u  ;
if f is entire so is u  . Suppose finally we had two decompositions 
f = ug  =  u7kg* . Then g  =  1g* with  1 a unit in  (9.  (X). Since g  s  C}  [X], 
the argument above shows that  1  s  0 [X] As g and g* are monic of degree 
n , g  = g* and the decomposition is unique. 
Corollary Suppose f  e  O [X] and 0 < deg  T< deg f. Then f is reducible 
in  (9. [X].
   The corollary may be used to give another proof of the unique prolongation 
of norm to a finite extension L of K  .  For suppose that  u  s L and
 NL/K (u)  e  0'. The irreducible equation h of u over K then has the form
 n
 e+Ea.X11-1witha rie(9.Noweverya.must be in  a, otherwise a
 1  - 
 --
constant multiple of h would give a counterexample to the  corollary. So u
is integral over  C,  . Thus NL/K (u)  s  0. if and only if u is integral
over  a, and the integral closure of  a in L is a valuation  ring. The 
rest is easy. 
Theorem  5.5
Suppose f  e K  [[X]] is entire and r is a positive real  number. Then
f = g  f1 where g  s  K[X]  fi = 1 I  c.  Xi is entire, and  11  cill <  r1
 1 
for all i  .
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Proof: If r  Z 1 , apply Theorem 5.4 to a suitable constant multiple of f  . 
In general, choose u in K so that 0 <  II u  I  <r and replace f  by 
f (u-1X).
Remark: This is the tool used by Dwork in his proof of Theorem 5.2 which takes 
the place of our Lemma 5.1. For details see [2].
    Now let E be the ring of entire power series over K and E0 
 ff  s  E  i  co(f) = 13. We shall use Theorem 5.5 to study the multiplicative
structure of  E . structure
 Lemma Let p be an irreducible element of K[X] and u a root of p in 
the algebraic closure of K .  Suppose f  s E . Then p divides f in E 
if and only if f(u) = 0  •
Proof: Suppose f(u)  =  0  . Let  r  =  II u  II®1  and  write  f  =  g  f1 as in 
 Theorem5.5.Sincellc.uill < 1'f1(u) / 0 so g (u) = 0 . Thus p
 divides g in K  [X] and f in  E . The converse is obvious.
The lemma shows that p generates a prime ideal in  E . Furthermore,
 fl  pflE =  (0) . For suppose that f 0 is in  E . Write f = g  fl as in 
the proof of the lemma. Then p doesn't divide  fl and  only divides g 
to finite order. Now, if f 0 is in  E let  ord  (f) be the largest 
integer  s such that  ps divides f . Evidently  ord  (fg)=  ord  (f)  ord  (g)  .
We now turn our attention to E0, the set of elements of E of constant 
    1 1
term 1 . If f  a  Eo set 1(f) = max II f) II- .(Notethatlic.(f)II  T --->  0
since f is entire.)
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Lemma  X(fg)  = max  (1(f), 1(g)). In particular, if f divides g in  Eo  , 
then 1(f) < 1(g)  . 
Proof: Let r = max  (1(f), 1(g)) . Then  Ilci(f)  II <  r1  ,  Ilci(g)II <  rl
for all i . It follows that  Ilc  (fg)II <  r1 and that  1.(fg) < r . To 
prove the converse there are two cases to consider. Suppose first that 
r =  1(f) >  X(g) . Choose i  >  0 so that  Ilci(f)  II =  ri ; then  ci(fg) =  r1 
too and  A(fg) > r . Finally, if  A(f) = 1(g) = r choose i and j as large 
 aspossiblesothatlIciMII=ri,Mc.(g)  II =  rj . Then  lIcii_j(fg)  11 = r
 and  X(fg)  > r  .
Theorem 5.6
     Let(f.)beasequenceinEsuchthat1(f.)--> 0.ThenIIf. 
 101 1 
converges  co-efficientwise to some f E  E  .  Furthermore ord(f) = E ord  (f.)  01  p  1 
for every irreducible p in K[X]. 
Proof:SinceW.
1)—>0,allbutfinitelymanyf.are in, and 
 f  ®> 1 in the norm metric on  . Using the completeness of  0°  (X) 
 Wefindthatrlf.converges co-efficientwise to some f and that a non-zero 
constant multiple of f is in  0  (X) , i.e. that  c,(f) —> 0  .  Suppose
 u  E K . Since  A(fi(u  X)) =  II u  II  •  X(f
i)  we may apply the above argument 
 to  the  sequence  f.(u  X) and conclude that  II u  IIj  •  c  (0—> 0  .  .As this 
is true for all u , f is in  E_
 U• 
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i+j
    Now choose r so that 0  <  r < 1(p) . (We may assume that  co(p) = 1). 
Let g =  lI f. and h  =  IY f. ; the infinite product for h 
      X(fi) > r 1 1(fi) < r 1
converges by the paragraph  above. Using the  lemma  we see that 1(h) < r so 
p does not divide h . Thus ord (f)  = ord (g) = E ord (f.) =  P  P  




P(f.)  . 
1 Theorem  5.7
    Suppose p.(i > 1) are distinct and irreducible elements of K[X] with 
                          - 
 constanttermlandthatn.(i > 1) are positive integers. Suppose further  that
X(pi)
ian P 0. Then nconverges co-efficientwise toelement f of  i  > 1
E. . Conversely,every feE0admits such a"Weierstrass factorization", and 
the  pi and  ni are  uniquely determined.
Proof: The first statement and the uniqueness assertion are  immediate-  from 
Theorem  5.6. To  show that f admits a Weierstrass factorization choose r  >  X(f) 
and  write f = g f1 with g  e K[X] and 1(f1) ) <—this is possible by 
                            2 
 Si ni 
                                                                 divides f ,with 
    111Pi 
X(pi) < r.Byabsorbingthep.with X(pi) < into  fl we  may  assume 
 ni 
that  —  2< 1(p.) < r . Similarly we may write f,s  (p.)• f2where   1-+n11
 X(f2) and  <
factorization of f  .
In particular if
in E0has a product
 X(P,) < r/2
K is  complete 
representation
Continuing in this  may we
and  algebrojcf-Idly  closed
 H 1 with a. 




 every  f 
 0  .
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Chapter 6  - p-adic Banach Spaces
     In the proof that the zeta-function of a variety is p-adic meromorphic a 
certain linear transformation,  *OH, on an infinite dimensional vector space 
arose, We shall develop  Serre's theory of completely continuous operators on 
p-adic Banach spaces and use it to  study these transformations, A fuller treatment 
given in Serre [12].
     Let K be a complete ultra-normed field and V a vector space over K, A 
norm on V is a function  II from V to the non-negative reals  satisfying:
 (1)  Ilu+yll  <  max(111111,11v11) 
(2)  Haul'  -  Ilulis  aEK 
(3)  l  lul  l =  0 if and only if  u  =0.
If we set d(u,v) =  1111-v11 we get a metric on V; V is said to be a
Banach space over K if it is complete in this  metric. An important example is 
the following. Let I be any set and  C(I) the vector space of functions 
f: I  ---> K such that f(i)  -->  0, (i.e. for  any r > 0 there are only  finitely 
many i with  lif(i)11 >  r), Set  lifli = max  ilf(i)11; with this norm  0(I) 
becomes a Banach space. For j  El let  e,EC(r) be the j-th coordinate vector,
 J
e.(i)=6..„The e, are said to form an orthonormal basis of  C(I), A 
 J   1,J
 collection(v.)of elements in a Banach space V is an  "orthonormal  basis" 
of V if there is a Banach space isomorphism V  C(I)  mapping  vi on  ei. If
a Banach space admits one  orthpnormal basis it admits many. In fact we  have  the 




     Suppose V admits an orthonormal basis and W is a finite dimensional 
subspace of  V. Then there exists an orthonormal basis of V containing a basis 
of W over K. 
Proof: To simplify notation suppose V has a countable orthonormal basis
 00
(e.1).We argue by induction on dim W.Choose w = E  a.e. / 0 in  W. Multiplying
 1
 byaconstantandpermutingthe'e.we may assume a1 = 1, Ha.111 <  1. Now the map 
 —
03  CO
E 1r.e.-->r1e111+E(r.+a.r1) ei1is  norm-preserving and bijective,fixes e.(1> I) 1 12 
and maps  el on w, So we may assume  e1 is in  W. Now let  V' be the closed 
subspace of V having  ei(i  >1) as an orthonormal basis,  Wr  =  V'  nw, and
continue by  induction.
     Theorem  6,1 shows that W admits an orthonormal basis and is closed in V, 
(More generally, a finite  dimensional subspace W of any Banach space V is 
closed; a proof along the lines of Theorem  3,4 is easily given),
We next study spaces of  linear  tansformations.  If  Ta V  ---> W is a
linear map of Banach spaces let  IITII  - sup liff141-u / 0 in  V. Then 
T is continuous if and only if  1lTi1 <  00. Let L(V,W) be the space of 
continuous linear maps V  ---> W, Then T  11TH is a norm on  this  space.; 
one checks easily that  L(V,W)  io  complete in the norm metric and thus a Banach 
 space. The space L(V,V) is  even  a  "Banach  algebra"  i.e  HT)1'0711.
Suppose now that V admits a countable orthonormal  basis  fej Let
 c*  (z)  be  the  space  of  sequences  a  =  (a.)  in K of
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 boundednorm;set. Then L(V,K) is isomorphic with  C  (Z) 
as Banach space, the isomorphism mapping T on the sequence  {T(ei)}. One can 
give a similar explicit description of L(V,V).  Let  Ti be the space of matrices 
M = IaijI,  (1  <i,j< co), inicsuelithatIla..11 is bounded and the column 
vectors of M are in  C(Z). Set  IIMII = sup Ila.II                                               ij• If T c L(V,V) define a
 03
 matrix  M == la- .1 by T(e.) =  E  a.. e. . Then T <H--> M gives a Banach space,  ij  i =1
isomorphism of L(V,V) with  To and composition of maps correspondsto matrix
                                                            * , 
multiplication. Note that if MEV(then the row vectors of M are in C (Z) 
(but not necessarily in  C(Z)).
     From now on let V be a fixed Banach space admitting a countable orthonormal 
 basis. We shall study a certain class of elements of L(V,V), the  "completely 
 continuous" operators. (In fact, we don't need to assume that the basis of V is 
countable and only do so to avoid the  awkward notation arising from matrices with 
uncountably many rows and columns. Also many of the results we'll get are true 
for arbitrary Banach  spaces.)
 Definition.  Cfin(V,V) is the 2-sided ideal in L(V,V) consisting of operators 
with finite dimensional image.  C(V,V) is the closure of  Cfin(V,V) in the norm 
topology of L(V,V). The elements of  C(V,V) are called "completely continuous 
 operators".
    It's easy to see that C(V,V) is a 2-sided ideal in L(V,V). Note also 
that every element, T, of  Cfin(V,V) is the sum of finitely many, each of which 
 has  1-dimensional  image,  For  we  have  an  orthonormal  basis  {ei}  of V with
 e1,...,e
s spanning the image of T. If we let  p.:  —>  K  ei be the i'th
projection map then T E  pioT.
1 
               -58-
Theorem 6.2
    Let  fe.)  be an orthonormal basis of V, T an element of L(V,V) and M 
 thematrixofTonthe'basisfe.l. Then  TEC(V,V) if and only the row vectors
                                                                                                                   
, of M0 in the norm topology of C*(Z). 
Proof: Let  V7  c  77? be those matrices whose row vectors  --->  0, We show first 
that  TEC(V,V)  ===> M E 74°As74is a closed subspace of71?we may assume 
        0 0
 00
that  TECfin(V'V)' and even that T has 1-dimensional image. Let u = E r.1e,1be 
 1
amelerneritofinageTcyfrionni_TheriVe, 1i                                     ). a.0 with 11a11 <  11T11, and 
  the  i'th row vector (a1r.,a21r.,°"')ofMhasnorm<HT11.11r.11 . Con-               —i 
verselysupposeMc7A0LetM.be the matrix obtained from  M by replacing        °
1 
all row vectors after the i'th by zero and  Ti the element of L(V,V) with 
matrix:M_
11Since M.  >  M in  74 ,  Ti  >  T in  L(V,V). As image
T.  C  E  K  ej ,  T  EC(V,V), 
1
 j=1  J=1
     Our next goal is to describe a certain entire power series  D0(t), the 
 Fredholm determinant, attached to a completely continuous operator  G. Suppose 
first that  GE  Cfin(V,V), Let W be a finite dimensional subspace of V con-
taining image  Q and  Qo  01W. Set  ci(G) =  ci(00) =  (-1)i Tr  Ai(00). Let 
D(t)bethepolynomiall+Ec.(Q)ti                                  1= det (1-t  Qo  ). An easy matrix
 i>0
calculation shows that  D  (t) is independent of the choice of  W.
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Theorem 6.3
Suppose  8 and  Q"  E  Cfin(V,V) and have norm < 1. Then
 lick(Q)  ck(Q!)11 <  I8 - for  k. 
Proof: Let W be a finite dimensional subspace of V containing image 
and image  Q. Let  feil be an orthonormal basis of V such that  el,...,e
s
 span  W. Let M =  Ia..Iand M' = Ia.be the matrices of QIW andWIW 
 1313
 onthebasisev...,e sofw.Byhypothesis,11,11  < 1, Ilaij                                                    ill < 1, and
     - a< II g - G'11.Since ck(G) = ck(81W) is a  polynomial in the a ijijij
with integer coefficients the result follows.
    Combining Theorem 6.3 with the fact that  ck(a0 =  akck(0 we find: 
Corollary The functions ck:Cfin(V,V)K are uniformly continuous on
bounded subsets of Cn(V'V) and thus extend uniquely to continuous functions                    fi
ck:C(V,V)—>K. 
Definition If  QEC(V,V),  D (t) is the  per series 1 +Eck(Q)tk
We shall show that  D8 is  entire.  Choose an  orthonormal basis  (e.) of
and let M be the matrix of  0 on this basis. Arrange the norms of the  row 
vectors of M in order of decreasing size, allowing repetitions. We get in this 
sequence of non-negative real  numbers r. such that r1> r2> r3and r.                       
V




With the  notation as above,  Ilck(Q)11 <  r1 r2rk. Thus DQ(t) is  entire,
 Proof:  LetNI.betheupperleftixisubmatrixofMand.T.be the maps 
 defined in the proof of Theorem  6.2, Then Ti c Cfin(V,V) and ck(Ti) is the 
coefficientoftkindet(1-tM:*). This coefficient is a sum of products, each
of which involves terms from k distinct rows of M, Thus
lick(Ti)11 < r1 r2.,, rk  , As Ti   , ck(Ti) ---> ck(Q) and we're done.
In the -t of onmplptyPlcontinuousoperators onV  it7s useful to 
                                                                                 00 
consider the K-algebra  of formal power series  f  E  A.t- with  co-efficients 
                                             0
 in  L(V,V).  The  entire  f,  i.e.  those  for  which  r  .  Ai~~  > 0 for all
real r, form a  subalgebra of this algebra. If f is entire and u  s K
 03
then  E  u  A. converges in  L(V,V) to an operator which we call f(u); clearly 
     0
f  --> f(u) is a homomorphism. By  identifying the element a of K with the 
element  a.I of L(V,V) we may view every power series over K as a power 
series over L(V,V); we do this from now on without further comment. 
Definition Suppose 9  E  C(V,V),  R9(t) is the formal power series 
 9(t)•(1 +  Ot + 92t2  ...)
 R is called the  Fredholm resolvent of 9. Its co-efficients are poly-
nomials in  G. 
Theorem 6.5
 R9 is entire.
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Proof: Let  (e.1 be an orthonormal basis of V, M the matrix of  9 
on this basis and r1> r2> ... the sequence of norms of row vectors of M   
 00 
arranged in order of decreasing size. Let  R9(t)  = 1 + E  u.(0.t. Since
 1
 ri  --> 0 it suffices to prove: 
Lemma  1111.(9)11 <  rir2  r.
Now choose a sequence  9i  --> 9 as in the proof of Theorem 6.3 such that
image (9cE Ke.. Since  u.(9) is a continuous function of 9 it suffices 
     s 1
to prove the lemma for each 9
5. Thus we may assume image 9cEKe . Let                                                          1
90anduivbetherestrictionsof9ami.„.(9)tolT0=ziCe—Tde must show 
                                                           1 
                                                      1 
that  Ilui(0011 < r1  ri. Restricting the equation  (1-9t)•Re =  De to  Vo we find that 
(1-00'0(1 + E ui(90)ti) = det (l-00t). It follows that u.(9o)is the 
co-efficient of  ti in the adjoint transformation  (1-Oot)A to  (1-90t).
Now the co-efficients of the matrix of  (1-9o0A                                                 are (s-1) x (s-1) sub-
determinants of the matrix of  (1-900, and we may continue as in the proof
of Theorem  6.4. 
Theorem 6.6
     Suppose 9  s C(V,V). If  1-0 is injective, then it is invertible in 
L(V,V). 
 Proof: The automorphism of L(V,V)[t] mapping t on t + 1 is easily 
seen to extend to the algebra of entire power series over L(V,V). Let
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 CO  00
  A.-tI andE a.t- be the images of  Rand  D0 under this map. Since 
010 
 R /0,someA.1/0. Let  As be the first non-vanishing A. Now 
(1_9-0.%...„D9;itfollowstilat9t)•Ei1t. Comparing
 0  0
co-efficients we find that  (1-0)•As =  asI. As  1-9 is  injective, it's not 
a left zero-divisor in  L(V,V). Thus  as 0 and  (1-9)•(aslAs) = I. Since
the  A. are limits of polynomials in  9 they commute with 9; it follows that
(1-9) is  invertible.
Our next goal is to show that 1-9 is invertible if and only if  D(;(1)  /  O.
We need several lemmas.
Lemma  6,1 Suppose a  e K. Then  9  -->  DG(a) is a continuous function 
 C(V,V)  -->  K. 
Proof:Wemaysupposea0.ChooseanorthonormalbasisofV.                                                     13 
If 9  s  C(V,V) let  M be the matrix of  0 and r1 > r2 >  ... the sequence
of norms of row vectors of  M arranged in order of decreasing size. Let 9'
 be  a  second  element  of  C(V,V),  and  define  M'  and ri' ina similar way. 
                                                          00  
 WemustshowthatasW--->M,Baic.M-->Baic.(9). Given an  s > 0
 1  -
 3 1
aEI 
choose j so large that7max (r.,-) <--,and r. <-. Suppose                   2
ajj-a                         1 
 k 
 Ile' -  Gil <. Then,r.' < max (r.,1.--),so  5 r.'<-
afor all  k > j. 
    - 2a1-i2a 
11-k 
By Theorem  6.4,  (lakekAll  <  E for all  k  >  j, and the same estimate holds 
for  liakck(0)ll. By taking  0' sufficiently close to 9 we can  make 
 ilakck(G)  -  akck  (9)11 <  a for all  k < j; the lemma follows.
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Lemma 6.2
(1) If  8,9'  e  C(V,V) then  De(a)*De,(a)  =  D94.9,..aew(a) 
(2) Suppose g  s  K[X] has constant term 0; let  1-g =  11(1-aiX),  ai algebraic 
over K. Then for 9 E  C(V,V),  Ds(9)(1)  =  n  Val.) 
 Pl'oof: By Lemma 6.1, it suffices to prove (1) when 9 and  9' have finite 
dimensional image. Let W be a finite dimensional space containing image  9 
and image 9', and  cp and cp' be the restrictions of  9 and  9' to W.
Then det  (1-a40•det(1-a:r)  =  det(1-aq-ay' +  a299') and (1) follows easily. 
The proof of (2) is similar. 
Theorem 6.7
    Suppose 9  e  C(V,V) and a  e K. Then  1-aG is invertible in L(V,V) 
if and only if  Dn(a) 0.
 Proof: Suppose first that  D(a)  t 0. Substituting t = a in the relation 
 (1-00.R =  D9(t) we find that  1-aG is invertible. Conversely suppose
 1-a9 is invertible; let  1-a9' be the inverse. Then 9 + 9' -  aGG' = 0. 
Since  C(V,V) is a 2-sided ideal in L(V,V), 9'  E  C(V,V). By Lemma 6.2, 
D9(a).D9'(a) = D0(a) = 1, and  D (a)0.
Theorem 6.8
    Suppose 9  e  C(V,V) and f  EK[t] with constant term 0. The following 
conditions are equivalent:
 (1)  f(9) is injective 
(2)  f(G) is invertible in L(V,V)
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 _1
 (3)D                0 for each root u of f in the algebraic closure of K.    D0(u )
Proof: We may assume that the constant term of f is 1; let f  1-g. 
Then g(9)  s  C(V,V) and (1) and (2) are equivalent by Theorem 6.6. By 
Theorem 6.7, f(9) is invertible if and only if  Dg(9)(1) 0; now apply the 
second part of Lemma  6.2.
 n  n-1
    The following notation will be convenient. If f  =  t— +  a1t + +  an 
is a monic element of K[t] with  an 0 set  f =  tnf(t-) = 1 +  at + +  antn  .
f is irreducible if and only if f is, and the roots of f are the reciprocals 
 of the roots  of f. From Theorem  6.8 we immediately get,
Corollary Suppose  0  a  C(V,V) and f t is a monic irreducible element 
of K[t].  Then  f(0) injective  <=.>  f(G) bijective  ordf*D9 = 0.
     From now on we shall make use of the notation and results of the final part 
of Chapter  5,  dealing with entire power series. 
Lemma Suppose  0  s C(V,V) and f t is a monic irreducible element of 
K[t]. Then: 
 cc 
 (1) N =  U ker  f(8)s is finite dimensional
s=1
(2) dim  N = (deg  f)•ordf*D9 
(3)  f(0) induces a bijective map  V/N  -->  V/N 
Proof: To prove (1) it suffices to give an upper bound for the dimension 
of a finite dimensional subspace N0of N.But every such N0is contained
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in a finite dimensional  0-invariant subsp 
module over  K[t] is finite over K).  T 
fe1)   .be an orthonormal basis of V  whos 
 matrixMofGonfe.lhas the form 
of OIN0. Now M" is evidently the matr 
operator  0. The proof of Theorem 6.4 sh 
using finite submatrices of M and  M". 
 D = det (l-t(9IN0)).D.
     Since  f(0) annihilates  No for son 
of GIN0has the form  f4. Then det(t-0 
So  D =  (f  )1D._,  / <  ordf,  D9 and dim  No
 9
prove (2) and (3), repeat the above
now known to be finite dimensional. It's e 
of Banach space with countable orthonormal 
continuous operator  0 on  V/N with matri 
on  V/N. By Theorem 6.8 it's bijective pro 
 ordf*D = 0; thus  ordf*(D) =  / and dim
 9
Theorem 6.9 (Serre)
Suppose  0  s  C(V,V) and f t is a
Then:
 -66-
 subspace (since 
K).  Thus we may
 whose first j
M' ? 
 0  M" 
of some
how to
matrix of some  comi 
 4 shows ow to  comi 
 M". In  particular,
some , the
 d t(t-(9IN0)) =  fl
=  L.deg
construction with 
It's easy to see 
normal basis and
matrix  M". f(9) 
 proving (3). 
  dim N  .e-deg
 mornc
a finitely generated torsion
ssume  9(N0)  c  N0. Let
elements span  N0. The 
where  M' is the matrix
 completely continuous 
 compute Del and  D_ 
 9
  we see easily that 
characteristic polynomial
and det  (l-t(9IN0)) =  (f*)/
f is bounded above. To
 N0 replaced by N,
that  V/N has the structure
that 9 induces a completely 
    is evidently injective
 By the corollary
f = (deg  f)•ordf*Dg  .
irreducible element of  K[t].
 (1) V  =  Nfewf where  Nf and  Wf are  0-invariant subspaces,  Nf is  finite 
 dimensional,  f(0) is nilpotent on  Nf and bijective on  Wf. 
(2) For any r > 0 there are only finitely many f such that Nf 0 and 
 X(f*)  > r 
(3) dim  Nf  — (deg  f)•ordf*D  . 
 Remark Note that any decomposition V =  NeW as in (1) is unique. For 
evidently, if such a decomposition exists, N = U ker  f(G)s and W =  0 image  f(G)s.
Proof!Let T = f(0).  RV thelemma. N =Uker Ts  le  finitP.  dimPninnal
and  T:  V/N  -->  VIN is  bijective. Choose  1 so that  TAN  =  O. Since 
 F2: V/N  --> V/N is bijective, V = N +  T2V and one sees easily that the sum
is direct. As T is bijective on  V/N it is bijective on  TAV proving (1). 
Since  DG is entire it admits a Weierstrass factorization, and there are only
finitely many f with  ordflD9 > 0 and  X(f  ) > r. (2) follows immediately, 
and the lemma gives  (3).
     Our next goal is to show that the sum of the diagonal elements of the 
matrix of  0 is equal to the "sum of the eigenvalues" of  G. For this purpose 
it's  convenient to abstract Theorem  6.9 into a definition. 
Definition Let U be a vector space (not necessarily a Banach space) over 
K and 9: U  --> U a linear map.  0 is "nuclear" if it satisfies (1) and (2) 
of Theorem  6.9. If  0 is nuclear, then  Trnuc(0) E Tr  (GINf)' the sum 
ranging over all monic irreducible f  t.
Note that the above sum converges. For if f =  to +  altn-1 +  ...+ a
n, then
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             dim lit, 
 -Tr(9IN
f)  (deg f)-ai. Thus  Illr(GINf)  II  < <  X(f*), and
 Tr(GINf)  --> 0. Observe also that if U is finite dimensional then any 
 9: U  —> U is nuclear with  Trnuc(G)  Tr(G). (In fact, the structure theorem 
for finitely generated  torsion modules over K[t] shows that U  =6)  Nf where 
 f ranges over the monic irreducible polynomials including t; the rest is easy).
Theorem 6.10
     Let V be a Banach space admitting a countable orthonormal basis  (ei) 
andGemelementofW,A0withmatrix ijThen  G is 
nuclear and Trnue(G) c1(9)E a..
Proof: By Theorem 6.9,  0 is nuclear and D9(t) has the Weierstrass
dim  N._
factorization  11(f deg  f                            .  Thus the co-efficient  c1(9) of t in  D9
 dim N
is  just E  (deg f)'cl(1)'                               the sum extending over the monic irreducible                                               ,/(
 f t in  KLtd. By the paragraph above this  is  -Trnuc(G). Finally one 
proves that -  cl(G)  E  aii by approximating  9 by a sequence in  Crin(V,V).
Theorem 6.11
     Let U be a complex  U  -->  Un-1  ...  --> U0of vector spaces over K 
and  9: U  --> U a chain map such that each  Gi is nuclear. Then each
(9.)is nuclear and E(-1)° Tr (G.) =  E(-1)3 Tr  (G.)  .  nucj 0 nuc  j  *
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Proof: For each 
of the  subcomplexes 





 f  t in  fq 
  Then H (U)
U is the direct sum
 (Nf(u))  ii  H  (wf(u));
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Chapter 7  -  Dwork's"Lefschetz Fixed Point Theorem"
     Let U be a hypersurface  f(Xl,"°,Xn) = 0 of degree d in projective  n-1 
space over k =  GF(q).  What can be  said about  Ns(U)? In Chapter 2  we computed 
 Ns(U) for certain diagonal  hypereurfaces In the next  two chapters  we shall
develop a similar  result for  arbitrary non-singular U
             (n-1)s.e 
             N5(U) = q-1+ (-1)11y                                        E.s             qs -  1 1 
where the  yi are algebraic integers 0 and  L =  d-1((d-l)n  +  (-1)n  (d-1)).
The proof will be similar to that given by Dwork in  [3].
As in the case of diagonal  hypersurfaces, the above result is in agreement with
 Weil's conjecture (d) , and the  yi are presumably the eigenvalues of the Frobenius
 n-2, ,                             4n-2  CU)
.Thusyshouldbeapermutationoftheyi.on some sort of  H  -(U). Thus y ,  -?.                                    _ should be a permutation of the yi . 
This result has also been proved by Dwork,  in  [4]. Proofs have been given by 
 Grothendieck and Lubkin  too, but  they're all very difficult. One expects furthermore
n-2 
 2that I.YiIq                    , but  except for such special cases as diagonal hypersurfaces this
remains  unproven.
    We adopt the notation of Chapter  4, K is the extension of  q generated by 
                                    q•  a and the roots ofX= X  
,  wherertp-1 -p K is discretely normed  with residue 
class field k  = GF(q), and  a generates the maximal ideal of  C9K . Normalize the 
norm in K so that  Ilpil =  p-1  . Let f be an element of k[X1,Xn] ,
homogeneous of degree d and U be the projective  hypersurface defined by f  . 
We put no restrictions on U in this  chapter. Let F be the  Teichmaler lifting
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of F to C, [X11—,X11]G-X0F,H= exp17-fG(X)-G(Xq))and 
 X
 H exp  Tr(G(X)-G(Xci
 Suppose now that y is a  positive real  number. Let L(y) denote the
Banach space contained in  KI[X0'j] and having as orthonormal basis the
  , elementsYX0XXwith.ca0=EX,.(In other words  L(y) consists of infinite 
                                                                                     1.
 K-linear  combinations of these elements  with co-efficients  >  0). We write L 
for  L(1).
                                2 
Lemma  7u1 HaL(y) for y <(P-1) 
                              Pq
 Proof:  Whenever  a is a  non-zero co-efficient in  G(X) or  G(Xq)
 n  n
      H  1..  It  follows that d10=H X. for every  non-zero co-efficient c1 of 
 i  1 -1 
H. Now  Set  q  =  pr  , write G - Ea.xXX  and  note that  A=l  1  for  each a1.                                                                                                  )
, 
 -(p-1) 
 We see  immediately that H = He (a.X?'),ByTheorem.4.1,11c'l<Pcl-0= 
             rA'X!--p
pq
I  . The  lemma  follows 
    In Chapter  4 we introduced an operator  * o H on K[[X01n]] whose 
•
 matrix  hi had remarkable properties. (See Theorem  4.8). We shall show that  *  o H 
is a nuclear  operator on certain of the  L(y).  Write  0 for  * o H  .
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Theorem 7.1
For  0 < y(p-1)2,  L(y) is stable under 8 , and Q E C  (L(y) ,  L(y)).
If M is  the matrix of  0 on  (XXI in the sense of Theorem  4.8, then for all s 
 TrnucWIL(y)) =  Tr  Ms  . 
Proof: By Lemma 7.1 H  a  L(i.-). Now  L(--cl--) is closed under  multiplication; 
furthermore  * maps  1,(-i-) into  L(y). Thus  (* o H) C  L(y) and L(y) 
is  stable under  0 .  Also,  0;  L(y)  --->  L(y) is the composite map 
“y)CL(y).Now the inclusionmapL(y)c L(y/q)is
represented by a diagonal matrix whose entries 0 , and is thus a uniform 
limit of continuous maps with finite dimensional image. Also H and  * are easily 
seen to be  continuous. It  follows that  0  is completely continuous.  Now let
M  {cX4) be the matrix of  -0 in the sense of Theorem  4.8-  Q(XP) = E  cXXX  . 
 X
 n  n
Using Lemma 7.1 we see readily that  cXX = 0 unless dA0=A. . If d'A0= E A. 
         i 
         1  1
let YX = xX0].X                X and let  fa Xµ3  be the matrix of  81L(y) on the orthonormal
 X,401-[yX0] basis fYj. Then  0(Y4) AE a,YX. It follows that8.111=  n exp., . 
In particular,  ax.N. =  cxx , and  Trnue  (0  1,(y)) =  E,axx  = E  cxx  = Tr M . Replacing 
H by  H
s and arguing similarly, we complete the proof.
2
In  particular, if p2 , 1<(P-1)-                                       and Theorem 7.1 holds for L =  L(1).
For the time being we assume p  / 2 ; the modifications necessary to build a good
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nuclear operator on L for p = 2  will be discussed at the end of the Chapter.
Combining Theorems  7.1 and  4.8 we find:
Theorem 7.2
     Let  Ve be  the affine variety defined by the equations  f(X1,••.,Xn) = 0  ,
 n
 II  X.  / 0 . Then  g.N(v,x) =  (4-1)11  (q-1)n-1-1 Trnuc(GIL). 
                                             1
     Our next goal is to  transform.  Theorem 7.2 into a formula for  N1(U). We
need to  irtroduce certain closed  subspaces of L , stable under  G.
 n
DefinitonIfA  Yis 0
n  1
 X,
the element  e  uX'' of L  . If A  is a subset of  1.,2,'•n) let LA be the
. 
 closed  subspace  of  L  having  as  orthonormal  base  t  e for all
       
.. 
iE... A . Similarly, letLAbe the closed  subspace having as orthonormal base the
YsuchthatX. a> 0 for somei.  e A  . Let  A =  (1,2,—n)  ® A , a = card A and
a = card A
 The  above  construction  can  be  generalized  a  little.  Let  Sj  (1 <  j < n) 
     FXI beCYIx.  > . Let  st be the ring  of sets generated by the  Si  ,  i.e. take 
unionsand.intersectionsoftheS.in all possible ways. If  X E,  let L(X) 
be the closed subspace of L having the elements of  X as orthonormal basis; thus
LA = L(n
AS.) while LAA.0= L(O S.).  Using the  explicit definition ofwe see that 
each L(X) is stable under  G. The matrix of OIL(X) is a submatrix of the matrix 
of 0; thus  OIL(X) is completely continuous, and hence nuclear.
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Lemma 7.2 If A is a subset of  11,2,.•.,0 then 0 is nuclear both on 
                                            ,, B LA and L/LA . Furthermore, Trnuc(91L/L ) =  E  (-1)a  Trnuc(01LA). 
 AcB
Proof: If X is an element of  a let  p(X)= Trnuc(g1L(X)). An easy matrix
calculation shows that  cp(X1 U  X2) =  cp(X1) + cp(X2) -  cp(X1  fl  x2) . By induction
                                                                                                                                         . 
cp(U  X.) = E  cp(X.) - E cp(X. fl X.) +.In particular,Trnuc(4911,B) 
 1  1 1<i<k1<i<j<i " 
  — — — 
 = E (-1)a+1Trnue(OILA). Since Trnuc(PIL/LB) = Trnuc(OIL) - Trnuc(91LB) , and 
     . 
 AcB 
 A/0 
L =  L0 , the lemma  follows. 
Definition If A is a subset of  f1,2,•,n), let  V(A) be the affine variety 
defined by the equations  f(X1,•••,Xn) = 0 ,  Xi = 0 for  i  E A ,  Xi  / 0 for  i e  A  . 
Lemma 7.3 qN(V,)=  (q-1)a+ (q-1)a+1Trnue(1PIL/LI1) 
                                                              , 
             1A.)- 
Proof: Let  f(A) be the polynomial obtained from f by replacing  Xi by 0 for 
 i  s A . Then  V(A)  , thought of as a variety in affine  a - space,is defined by the 
equations  f(A) = 0 ,  II Xi . We shall apply Theorem 7.2  with f replaced by  ieT1 
 f(A) and n replaced by a . Define  F(A)  , G(A)  , H(A) , L(A) and 0(A) using 
 f(A) in the same way that  F  ,  G  ,  H  ,  L and 0 were defined using  f. Evidently
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H(A) is obtained from H by replacing  Xi by 0 for i  s A . Also L(A) may 
be  viewedasspannedbythosesuchthat1.=0 for all i c A ; in other 
 words L(A) L/LA . Under this identification the operator  9 on L induces 
 9(A) on L(A)  • Theorem 7.2 then gives the desired result. {The above argument 
fails when A =  (1,2,--n). But in this case L/LA K,  9 induces the identity map 
on L/LA and the lemma reduces to q = 1 + (q-1)).
Lemma  7.4 Let U be the projective  hypersurface defined by f . Then: 
 n-1
        ,,. 
(1) N1(U)  -  q-1+ q-1E(q-1)Trnuc(GIL/LA) 
                        A (2) N1tu)n-1-1 + 1:12                           E (-1)a qa Trnuc(GILA)        4')qq - ®  
  A
Proof: The union of the  V710 is the affine hypersurface  f(X  .-0,Xn) = 0  . Thus
(q-1)N1(U) =  -1 + E  NI(V*(A)). Multiplying by q and applying Lemma 7.3 we find: 
 A 
 q(q-1)N1(U) =  -q  f(q-1)  1)n  E  (q-1)4-1 Trnuc(gl L/LA) 
                                             A
                                                                                                             \, Dividing by  q(q-1) we get (1). Now, by Lemma 7.2,(q-1)card BTrnuc(01L/LB)  - 
 B
A 
ErATr nuc(01LA) where rA =  E  (-1)a (q-1)card B  . But this sum is just 
                                     BL'A 
 (..1)a  ((q...1)  1)a =  (..1)n  (_1)a  qa  Substituting in (1), we get  (2),
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 NowletKnbeann-dimensionalvectorspaceoverKwithbasisfei. 
Then L A  Kn has the structure of graded Banach space over K , and  A operates
 on this space via its action on L . Let  4 be the closed graded subspace 
 7 L  ,e. AA e.
      °-1'...1s)  11s 
of L  Kn , the sum extending over all subsets of  f1,2,•••,n3.
 K
Since each LA is stable under Q , 4 is stable under  A . Define a map a:
by setting  a,  q  Q  .
               1 
Theorem 7.3
 a_ is nuclear on  4 and:
 1
 n-1 jj
_n_ n  N (U) -  q 
q-1+q E  (-1)j Traj                                nuc  .  j =0
More generally for every s we have:
      (n-1)s-1,n N
s(U)-q
qs-1(-1)                             E (-1)j Trnuc ajsq  j=0
 Proof: The first result is immediate from Lemma  7.4 (2) and the definitionsof
and a . (Note that;!..,141)LA). The proof of the second result is similar. 
 a=1
     Theorem 7.3 looks rather like a Lefschetz fixed point theorem "on the chain level." 
Our next goal is to make the graded Banach space  2 into a complex in such a way that
a becomes a chain map. Then a result analogous to Theorem 7.3 will hold on the
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homology level and if we can compute the homology of  4  we'll get information 
about  Ns(U). 
Definition Forl<i<n,D.1is the operator (exp -AG)Xi ° (exp AG) 
 ——
on  K[[X0,..-,X n]] 
Theorem  7.4
 (1) The  D.  mmmute with one another 
(2)  Di(L)  C L 
(3) 9  °  Di  =  q  Di
Proof: WholdsbecausethemapsX icommute. To prove (2) note that
D. (c0=xiAx iM.  .cp . Since L is stable under        cp.+
1 1
                 ?iG  X
, 
.---- 1and X.1L  , L is stable under D.. To prove (3) note that 
 .
1 1
 =  * H = (exp  -AG)  °  * (exp  AG).  So  it  suffices to show that  *  0  X
i =
1
qXi M .°  $ and this is easy. 
 1
     Using  (1) and (2) of Theorem  7.4 we can put a  "Koszul complex" structure on 
LOAKII.Namielylet(-1),ID.(a)(e.). 
 1_1. 1 1.
 K0_sj=0  -0 
s
Using (1)  we see that  a2 =  0  .
Theorem  7.5
 2.is a subcomplex of L OAK° and  a: —>  it. is a chain map. If  a* 
K
is the map on homology induced by a we have the "Lefschetz fixed point  theorem":
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 Ns(U) = q(n-1)s-1
q -1














A U  filinto
D.
  LL    +• 
   I 
                 Nif•!' D.
L   1  >  L
 Di(c.p) =  Xi
L So
A
 q  G
+ TcXi
1cp ,we findthat D.maps
1
)  c By Theorem  7.4,(3) the diagrams
all  commute. It follows that a is a chain map.
The final result follows from Theorems  7.4 and 6.11.
    In the same way that we built a complex of Banach spaces using 
L we may for each y  >  0 build a complex of Banach spaces  (21(y),) , using 
                   "2 
 L(y). For 0 < v <121=L we get a chain map  2.(y)  --->Z(y)  . 
Theorem  7.5 remains true with L and replaced by  L(y) and  g.(y). 
Unfortunately for p = 2 we must assume  y  <  7  • We next  show'  how'  to get around
this restriction by modifying the definition of a and  a  when p = 2
2  4 x x  x8
                                ).-5. Lemma  7.5 Over Q2  , exp (X +..+--+  8 ) s SkI-6.--) 
                                             n)                 -p(n)-pLEI)         n(  








   X2 X4 X8  (X+ —7—+ +  ---)  = 
apply Lemma 4.3.
          -11(n) 
II  (1-e) --ft—(i_xl6n)
n odd
Lemma  7.6 Let g =-X +  2X2 +  16X4 . Then, over  Q2:
                            11 
(1) exp -2 (g(X) - g(X2))  E S (-7—) 
                            154(2) exp-2 (g(X) -g(Xcl))  ES( -) , qa power of 2
Proof.: Replacing X by 2X in Lemma 7.5 , we find that  exp (2X + 2X2 +  4X4  + 32X8)
     11   S (-77) . Now exp -8X2 and exp -32X4 are both in  S(1). It follows that
                              11 
                                  ).exp (2X - 6X2 28X4 + 32X8)( 16S)But this is just exp -2 (g(X) -  g(X2)).                                    1/4 
To prove (2), let q =  2r  ,  §r(X) = exp -2 (g(X)  g(Xcl)) and  (X) =  §1(X). 
                 r-1 
Then §
r(X) =n it. (X2i) , and the result follows.  i=0
If G is a polynomial and s a positive integer let  G(s) be the polynomial
obtained by raising every co-efficient of G to the s'th power. Now let  k = GF(q)  ,
q  = 2r and let  f  E  kEX1,X2,6—,Xrd be homogeneous of degree d . Define K , F 
and G as was done at the beginning of this chapter. Set G' =-G + 2 G(2)  (X2) + 
16  G(4)  (X4) , and let H'  = exp -2 (G'(X) -  G'(X(1))
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Lemma 7.7 H' e L(y) for y < 11
n
Proor:Foreverynon,zeroco-efficientexofW,d10 = E 1. ; the proof is 
                                                    1
similar to that of  Lemma 7.1. Let G =  Z  axXx . A brief calculation shows that 
H' =  n  fr  (Eye')  with  §1, defined as in Lemma 7.6. Since  Ao = 1 for each  a),  ,
 -11 
Lemma 7.6 shows that II c 11 < 2 oq 0 . The lemma follows.
Now let  0' be the operator  $  a H' on  K[[X0,—*Xn]].
Lemma 7.8
 11
(a) For 0 <  y  < L(y) is stable under  A' , and  A'  e C  (1(y),L(y)) 
(b) Trnuc(g'sp L(y)) is independent of y
(c) For 0 < y  <  , Trnue(g's1L(y)) = Trnue (elL(y))
Proof: (a) follows from Lemma 7.7 in the same way that Theorem 7.1 followed from 
Lemma 7.1. (b) is a simple matrix calculation using the orthonormal basis 
 [Y10] X (
2 /  X) of L(y). To prove (c), let  R = exp 2(G'-G). Evidently  R  E  L(y) 
for  y  < . Since  G'= (exp 2G')  *  *  a (exp  -2G') while  8 = (exp 2G)  4  $  6 (exp  -2G)
8' =11°A.R-1 . But multiplication  by  R  is an invertible linear transformation 
of  L(y) , and (c) follows.
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Now  A' operates on L  CP' A  Kn via its action on L and it's easily seen that
it
2. is stable under  A' . Define a map a': 2.  —>  a by taking  ai' =  q1  8'  .
Then: 
Theorem 7.7
Theorem 7.3 holds with a replaced by  a'  .
Proof: Since p  =2 , Theorem 7.3 is not true as stated, but it is true if  4 is 
replaced by41(y) with 0 <  y < . Now an easy modification of the proof of 
                              2 Lemma 7.8 (b) and (c) shows that Trnuc (0'512) = Trnuc (0'514(y»= Trnuc(0514(y)).
The theorem follows. 
  _ .     NowletD.,(1  <  1  <n), be the operator (exp20')0X,-E-° (exp -20') 
                                                                                            X, ,  11. 
onKHX0,—,X 1111.ThenTheorem7.4remainstruewithAandD.1replaced by  0' 
and D.1'. Since the D.1° commute we may build a Koszul complex with underlying 
space L  " A Kn.Then E L„ 
...,Te.,.••,eiis a subcomplex of this    K"1'I
sJ 11s
complex, and we denote it by  4' . The same proof that gave Theorem 7.5 gives: 
Theorem 7.8
    a' is a chain map  4' —>  . If  a'* is the map on homology induced by 
a' we have the "Lefschetz fixed point  theorem"
         ,(n-l)s-1
4.(-1)n(-1)jTr(0i -') Ns(U)-4snue* 
     q -1 q  j=0
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     We conclude this chapter by defining first an algebraic analogue to, and 
second a slight generalization of, the complex  2. 
Definition Let  k be a field (of arbitrary characteristic), and f  £  k  •  °X  ] be
homogeneous of degree d . Build a complex  4 in the  following  way. Let L
be the subspace of k[X0,•)Xn] spanned by XX with (no = E  Ai . If 
 1
A C  f1,2,  —11) , let LA be the subspace of  L spanned by those  XXsuch that
X
i›OforallicA.Letg-XofandDi:L---> L be the commuting operators 
 cp->  X. Np+  X.  ----IEL-  • cp . Then  4 is the subcomplex 
 1 1      WC
_ WC.
 E L   e,  ^  ••^ e.  of  the  Koszul  complex  built  on  L A  kn using the
 s)  11s
operators  Di , (1 < i < n)  . 
    In Chapter 8 we shall compute the homology of  d% , assuming that d 0 in
k and that f defines a non-singular projective  hypersurface. In Chapter 9, 
assuming characteristic  k 0 , we shall relate the homology of  e. to  De Rham 
cohomology. 
Definition Let K be a complete discretely  formed field of characteristic 0 whose 
residue class field has characteristic p > 0 . Assume further that there is an
element  it of K such that  IcP-1 -p  . Let F be a homogeneous element of 
 k[X1,•••Xn] of degree d . Set G  XoF and build a complex  L. from G
just as  was done in this chapter. (The finiteness of K and the fact that the
—82_
co-efficients of F satisfy  cg = c  were only used in defining the map  a).
    In Chapter 8, we shall compute the homology of  4 assuming that the reduction 
 F of F defines a non-singular  projective hypersurface. In Chapter 9 we shall 
discuss the connections between the homology of  4  and the  "formal cohomology 
theory" constructed by Washnitzer and me.
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Chapter 8  - Non-Singular Hypersurfaces
 InordertocalculatetheH.WandtheH.(2.)  we shall need to make 
extensive use of  "Koszul  complexes." Let A be an additive group and  cpli(l<  i < n) 
be commuting endomorphisms of A . Then the graded group A  Ae can be given
 z
the structure of a complex, just as in the construction following Theorem 7.4. 
We denote this complex by  K.(A;c11,•,cpia) and its homology by  H.(A;pl1,••.,911).
The following well known fact is useful.
 Lemma 8.1 Suppose  cp1: A  —> A is injective. Then  Hi(A;91,—,p11) 
 Hi(A/91(A);  cp2,...,(0 for all i  .
We shall say that  91,q12,•,0
11 is a prime sequence on A if
 s  -1  s-1
 cps: A/ E  cp_1(A)  --> A/ E  cp.(A) is injective for 1 < s < n  . Repeated  applica-
  1  - 1
tions of Lemma 8.1 give:
Lemma 8.2 If  cpi,—•,cpta is a prime sequence on A , then  Hi(A;cr,...911)  =  0
for all i  >  1  .
We proceed to give an alternative description of the complex constructed
at the end of Chapter 7. Let k be a  field,  k[X] denote  kiX1,•,Xn1 and f 
be a fixed element of  k[X], homogeneous of  degree  d If  y k[X] write  cpi 
 for-12—andlet&be the operator  cp  cf)  fcl?  on  k[X] . As the
 6, commute we can form a Koszul complex, K.(k [X] ;•),  or more briefly, 
K.(k[X]).
 Thespacesli(k[X];  61,•••,) are invariant under  linear change of  co-ordinatesA
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More precisely let T:  X.  -> E a..X.Xbe an invertible change of co-ordinates over 
k . Then T induces an isomorphism between the homology groups of the complexes 
K.(k[X]) constructed from f and f  0 T . One way of seeing this is by giving an 
alternative description of K.(k[X]). Let  (o  ,d) be the  co-complex of k linear 
differential forms on k [X] , d being the exterior differentiation map. Define 
a new degree 1 co-boundary map  t on  0 by A(w) = dw df A w. With the 
obvious renumbering of dimension to change a complex into co-complex, K.(k[X]) 
 (c  ,I). But  SI' is evidently invariant under linear change of  co-ordinates.
    If j is a integer let  k[X](i) be the subspace  of  k[X] spanned by monomials 
of degree  r j  (d). The  operators Almap  k[4(j)  into  k[Xj(j-1)  . It follows
 tnat  Is...cKLAJ) may  he written as a airect sum  or a  subcomplexes. we  snail  be
                                                      (s-n) particularly intere ted in he subcomplexEk[X]e e. 
 0  <  s  <  n i1 1s 
                                                                    s
We denote this complex by  d!..(f) and its homology by H.(f)  . The  Hi(f) are
invariant under a change of co-ordinates X.  -> E  a.. X.  .
 IJ 
Theorem 8.1
 4(f) is isomorphic with the complex  d!. constructed at the end of Chapter 7.
Proof: Let A =  fi1'
s be a subset of  (1,2--,n) of  eardinality s  . There 
is a vector space isomorphism k[X](s-n)TA  mapping X)k_ on  X.( 
 isA
where-j=   d . Putting these maps together we get a  vector space isomorphism
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between  2.(f) and  2. . It only remains to  show that this a chain map, and this 
follows from the fact that the following diagram commutes:
 k[X](s-n)  > L   
 (is]
 
I  I Di S  v  \!1/  s 
 k[X](s-i-n)  > L   
 ti1'  •  •  *is-11
An alternative description of 2. may also be given. Let K be a complete
discretely normed field of characteristic 0 , and k be the residue class field of
K . Let F be a fixed homogeneous element of degree d of  Ck[X1,•,Xn] with 
reduction  F  / 0 . As above we may construct spaces K[X] ,  K[X](j) and a complex 
 4(F). Now K[X] ,  K[X]0) and  4(F) all have the structure of normed space 
over K with  11 E  cXXII = max  IlcAll  • Let W ,  WO) and  2.(F) denote the 
completions of these spaces. The maps  A,: K[X]  > K[X] are continuous and
prolong to linear operators on W , which we also denote by A. . The boundary 
maps in  4(F) are continuous so  2:(F) becomes a complex of Banach spaces.
Denote the homology groups of 2.(F) by Hi(F) . Again we see that these are in- 
variantunderchangeofco-ordinates.(Moreprecisely,ifT:Xi>E  a.  .X 
 13 
is an invertible change of co-ordinates over  ®K , then T induces an isomorphism 
 between  H.(F) and  H.(F  e'.T) ).
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Theorem 8.2
     Suppose that k has characteristic p 0 , and that K contains an element  it 
satisfying  np-1  = -p . Then  .(F) is isomorphic (as a  complex of Banach spaces)
 with the complex  4 constructed at the end of Chapter 7. 
 Proof.: The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 8.1; however the
map  W(s-n)  > L— is given this time by Xx ----> (ItXo) .( n  Xi).Xx 
                   A 
                                                      iET
Ill+n-s  where  j=
We shall say that f  s  k[X  I] , homogeneous of degree d is non-singular
         11
if  theonlycommonzerooffandthef.is the origin. Our goal is to compute 
the  Ii.(F) under the assumption that  F is non-singular. The calculations are a 
good deal simpler  when d  L 0 in  k and we consider that case first. 
Lemma 8.3 Suppose f  c  k[X] , homogeneous of degree d , is non-singular, and 
 thatdink.,Thenthef.generate an  (X1' n) primary ideal in k[X] 
Furthermore  f°°°,f n is a prime sequence in k[X] ; i.e. the associated multiplication
operators form a prime sequence.
Proof: The Euler identity df = E  X.f.  shows  that  every common zero of the  f.
 1  1  -  1
is a zero of f . Thus the only common zero of the I. is  the orLe  and the
Nullstellensatz shows that  (f1)"°,f
n) is (X°",X ) primary.Now let A  be                        ^- n 
the local ring of  (X1,—,X) in k[X]. The maximal  ideal of A is  generated. by
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the prime sequence  X1,—,X
n . A well  known theorem then tells us that any n elements 
of A generating an  (X1,••,Xn) primary ideal form a prime sequence in A , and
the  lemma follows easily.
Theorem 8.3
Situation as in Lemma 8.3. Then:
(a) H1  (k[X]; = 0 (1 < s < n) 
(b)  Hi (f) = 0 for i > 0
 Proof: Suppose  cp(i) (1 < i < s) are in k[X] ,and EA.  (cp(i))  = 0 . We must 
 1  1 
 show that there is a skew-symmetric set  (a..) (1 < i,j < s) such that 
 s 
 (i) =  E A.  (a..) . We  argue by induction on m = max deg  cp(i) . Let  G(i) be 
 j=1
 (i) the d gree m com
ponent of cp(i) . Then E  f.  Qs = 0 . By Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3,
 1
H(k[X];f—,f s)=0.Thusthereisaskewsymmetricsetfb..1J1such that
 A(1)= E f. b10... We may assume b.1J.homogeneous of degree m -(d-1). Now, 
                                    1
E A.Lrcp(1) -  E A(b. )1 = 0 , and deg  (cp(i) - E  A (b. )) < m for all i . An 
11j=1j  lj 
induction now gives (a), and Lemma 8.2 shows that  Hi(k[X]  ; = 0 for i > 0  . 
Since  H.(f) is a direct  summand of this space it vanishes too.
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     The calculation of 110(f) requires more machinery. If M is a finitely gen- 
erated graded  k[X] module the  Hilbert power series  PM(t) is defined to be 
E  (dunk  M(i))  °  ti where  M(1) is the homogeneous part of M of degree i  . 
 0 If  =  M  ----> M ----> ----> M0is a complex of graded modules, the 
   n-1 
 maps being homogeneous of degree 0 , set  P,„. =  E  (-1) P  . 
                                                                        M,
 Lemma  8J Situation as in Lemma 8.3. Then M  = k[X]/(fl'"f ) is finite                                                                                                                                                                                           ''
dimensional over k If  PM(t) = E C t, then 
                              0 
 E c.  d-1((d-l)n  +(-1.)(d-1)1 
 let-n(d) 
 Proof: Let  7/1 be the Koszul complex  K.  (k[X]  fl,.°°,fn). Grade  VI so that
the boundary maps are homogeneous of degree 0  . Then M  H,(7)) , and Lemmas  8.2
 U
and  8,3  show  that  Hi(/) = 0 for  i > 0  . It follows that  PM(t)  Pu(t) . Using 
the fact that the Hilbert polynomial of  k[X] itself  is  (1-t)-n one sees easily 
that  Pit)  -  (1t)  . Thus  Pm(t)  = is a polynomial 
and M  is finite dimensional. Let g(t)  =  tnPm(t)  = E  a.ti . Then
E c. = E  a, = d-1                      E  g(!) where  g ranges over the  d'th roots of unity.
 jn  j0  j - 
Now  g(1) =  (d-1)n while  g(g)  e.••  if  / 1 , and
the  lemma follows.
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Theorem 8.3
    Situation as in Lemma 8.3. Then dim  H0(f) =  d1  •  [(d-l)n  (...1)n  (d-1))  • 
Proof: By Lemma  8.4 dim  (k[X](-  n)/  E  fi  k[01-n)) =  d-1((d-l)n +  (-1)n  (d-1))  . 
Let V be a homogeneous  subspace  of  k[X](-n)                                                 such that 
V  63, E f.  k[X](1-n) =  k[X](-n) . It  will suffice to show that the  natural map
 a
 X  :  V -> k[X]                (-n)/ EA1.krx](1-n)= H0(f) is bijective. Suppose that v  e V 
                                           L 
 n 
and that v =  E A. cp(i)  with  cp(i)E. k[X](1-n) .                                                   We shall show by an induction on 
 1
m = max deg  cp(i)                   that v = 0 . Let  ig(i) be the degree m component of  cp(i)  .
 ThenEf.p(i)isthedegreem-l+dcomponentofv,belongstoVnEf.k[X]  (1-n) 
and must vanish. By Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 there is a  skew symmetric set () such                                                                aij
(i) = E f.  a. .  We  may  assume that  the  aare homogeneous of degree                                    ijthat  0
m-d+1.1\Tow.EA.(cp(i) -  E  A.  (a.  .)) = E A. (cp.) = v . An induction now shows that 
 13
v = 0 . Thus  1 is injective; in a similar but simpler way one shows that is 
onto.
     Putting Theorems 8.1, 8.3 and  8.4 together we find that we have computed the 
homology of the complex  4 introduced in Chapter 7 provided that f is non-singular
and deg f  / 0 in  k .  Explicitly  Hi = 0 for i > 0 , and dim  H0 = 
 d"1  ((d_l)n  (_1)n (d-1)). We next seek a similar result for the homology of
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     We first prove a theorem which enables us to relate algebraic and analytic homology. 
Let  0 be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal  (n) . We say that an 
 0-module M is flat if  A : M  ----> M is injective, separated if  n  M =  0  . 
A separated  0-module, M, has an obvious metric space structure  with the  AiM a
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 . We say that M is  0-complete if it 
is complete in this metric. 
Theorem 8.5
Let C =  Cn  ---->  Cn-1  ---->  ---->  Co be a complex of flat, separated
 CLcomplete  0-modules (the boundary maps being  0-linear). Let C =  C/A C be the
reduction of C . Then:
(1) For any i  Hi(C)  = 0  >  Hi(C)  = 0
(2) If  H0(7) has dimension  2  <  00 over  C/00 , and  H1(C) = 0 , then 
 Ho(C) is a finite free  0-module of rank  2
ker Proof: H.(C) =  ...,.,                        .SinceC. ----- Ha(C) ?1+1 is  0complete, im  Zi is also  0-complete. 
It follows that im  a is closed in ker  ?+ and that H.(C) is separated.  Now 
the exact sequence of complexes 0  ®> C   It > C  >  C  ----> 0 gives a long exact 
sequence of homology, and we find that  Hi(C)/  n  Hi(C) imbeds in H.a.(0) . Thus 
if  H.(C) = 0 ,H.(C) =  n H.(C) . Since H.(C) is separated H.(C) = 0  . 
  i a i i
Suppose  now that we're in the situation of (2). The long exact sequence of
homology shows that  H0(C)/  n  H0(C)  r  H0(C) . Using the fact that  H0(C) is 
separated, that dim  H0(0) <  00 and that  0 is complete we find that  H0(C) is a
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finite  0module. Thus it suffices to show that H0(C) has no0-torsion. But 
this follows from the long exact sequence of homology since  H1(C)  = 0  .
Theorem 8.6
     Suppose that the reduction, F , of F is non-singular and that the degree d 
of F is  / 0 in k . Then:
 (1) Hi(F) = 0 for i > 0 
(2) dim  11(F) =  dlf(d-l)n  (-1)11  (d-1)3
Proof: The unit ball in  4(F) is a complex of flat separated  0K  complete 
 0K-modules whose reduction is  .(F) . The result  now follows from Theorems 8.3,
 8.4 and 8.5.
     The condition d  / 0 in k is in fact unnecessary and we next  show how to get 
around it. If f  s k[X] (n > 1) is homogeneous of degree d we shall say that f 
is regular if f is non-singular and the  "hyperplane section" f* =  f(X1,•••,Xn_1,0) 
is a non-singular element of  k[X11.../Xn-1] 
 Lemma  8.5 Suppose f  s  k[X] is regular. Then  (f11•1fn-11f) is an  (X1,—,Xn) 
primary ideal in k[X] . Furthermore f1"fn-11f is a prime sequence in k[X] .
 n
Proof: Let P be a common zero of f11
n-1 and f . Since df = E X. f.  ,
 1
either  Xn(P) = 0 or  fn(P) = 0 . In the first case the non-singularity of f shows
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that P is the origin; in the second the non-singularity of f gives the same  result. 
We continue as in the proof of Lemma 8.3.
Lemma 8.6 Suppose f c k[X] is regular. Then  H1(k[X];  = 0 for
1 <  s <  n-1  .
Proof: By Lemma 8.5, f1 s is a prime sequence in  k[X] and we may copy the
proof of Theorem 8.3.
To continue further we introduce some new complexes and mappings. If j is an
integer, let  k[X]  ---->  k[X]  (j) be the map taking a monomial cp into 
 {  (  degdyl  -j)  f}                       If j is an integer, let  W.(j)(f) be the subcomplex 




 A  (j) 
 k[X](j) 0                                > k[X](j)
                         A.  A. 
 1 1 
 V  6  (j-1) 
              (1-11 0 -0-1)               k[X] j°1) 
> k[Xj 
It follows that the mapping  A0:  ij)(f)  -----> W.(j)(f) which is A0(s+j)
on every component in dimension s is a chain map.
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    Recall  now the definition of the "mapping cone." If  T: X  —> Y is a map 
of complexes define a new complex, Z, the mapping cone of  cp by taking
Z.=X.EDY.and:Z1.----> Z.to  be  the  map  (x,y) (kc,y  + ,i+1 
11-11
The exact sequence of complexes 0  ---->  Y  ---->  Z  ---->  X°  ---->  0  with  X'  a 
shift of X gives an exact homology sequence:
       q4 
> Hi(X)  > Hi(Y) >Hi(Z)  >(X)    Hi-1(X) ----  Hi -1 >
    Now let  10)(f) be the mapping cone  of  the  map  A  ' • gej)(f) ----> 
Lemma 8.7 Suppose f  e k[X] is regular.  Then:
(a)  H1(T(J)(0)= 0 
(b) dim  Ho(Vii)(f)) =  (d-l)n-1
Proof: (a) is proved by an explicit calculation  very  similar  to  that  given  in 
Theorem 8.3 (a). The key idea is that  yp)  =  fi  p  +  lower  order  terms,  that 
 (i)(p) = f  cp + lower order terms and that  f
1,—,  fn_1,f  is  a  prime  sequence. 
We omit the details. To prove (b) one  first  shows,  as  in  Lemma  8.4,  that  PM(t)  = 
 (1 t  td-2)n-1 (1  t+..+td-1,  )  where  M  =  k[X]/(f19..., fn-1'f).  Then, 




lio(77N0).=k[_X]°)/(A0(j)kiX11°)+T.A.k[X](j4.1)), andwe continue very 
       ' much as in the proof of Theorem 8.4, again using the fact that  f1,  .,fn-1,  f
is a prime sequence.
The constructions we have made admit analytic analogues. Suppose then that
F  sCk[Xl,••xn] is homogeneous of degree d . The maps %(j)..K[X](j) ____>K[x](j) 
are continuous and prolong to maps  W0)  ---->  W0) . The complex 4(j)/‘F, has 
                                      1 a normed space structure; let(j)(F) be its completion. Then prolongs 
to a chain map of  2:(j); let  i(j)(F) be the mapping cone of this map. 
Lemma 8.8 Suppose that the reduction,  F of F is regular. Then for all j 
 n-1 
the endomorphism A0(j)of W0)/ E  A. W0+1)isinjective. Furthermore the                                         ii
1
cokernel has dimension  (d-l)n-1 
Proof: The unit ball in  Sii)(F) is a complex of flat separated  a-complete  bK 
modules with reduction Lemma 8.7 and Theorem  8.5 then show that 
   (jN\ H
1r)7'it(F)) = 0 while dim  Hoj)(F)) =  (d-1)n-1 . The result  now  follows from
the long exact sequence of the mapping  cone.
Lemma 8.9 Suppose that the reduction  F of F is regular. Then: 14i(F) = 0 for 
i  > 2 , while  E11(F)  and  H0(F) are isomorphic  with the kernel and cokernel of the 
 n-1  n-1 
map A: W(1-n)             / EA.w<2...n) >w(-n)/Ew(1-n) 
   111
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Proof: Using Lemma 8.6 and Theorem 8.5 we find that  H1(W;  = 0 
s  <  n-1 . It follows  thath -1 is a prime sequence on  W . Repeated
 n-1
tions of Lemma 8.1 now show that  Hi(W;  Al  Hi(W/  E Ai(W); An) 
                                                   1
the lemma follows immediately. 
Lemma 8.10
If  cp  e  W(-n) (-11)              , then  V A. (X.cp) = dA(cp
                  11DO 
                                           (-n) 
 n-1
If  cp  E  W(1-n) , then  E A. (X.9XA) +(9(1-n) = d A(1-n)  (9) 
           1nn 0                     1
Proof: We may assume  cp is a monomial. Then 
 E
"1E (X.9) =19+ Xn9n+ X. F.p) = (deg et)+ n + dF)p= d A0(-n) (y)  • 
                                     1 The proof of the second result is similar.
Lemma 8.11 Suppose that the reduction,  F , of F is regular. Let  F* be 
element  F(X n-1'0) ofK[X1'—.Xn-1. Then:
(1)  H1  (F)  =  0 







                                                         n-1                            (1-n)(2_10 w(-n) /____.>EA'.w(1-n) Proof-:Wehaveobviousmaps/E6W)i       11                                         1
   (1.0n-1n-1 
and  Xn: W\)/E A W(1-n)---H> W(1-n)/EA.W(2-n) , the second map   1 1  1 1 
being induced by multiplication by  X
n  .
 By  Lemma  8.10, Xn ° Ah = d 60(1-n)                                         while 6n 0 Xn = d 6'0(-n) . Since 
characteristic K = 0 , Lemma 8.8 shows that these maps, and therefore  A and  Xn 
themselves, are injective. By Lemma 8.9,  %.(F)  peker  An = 0 ,  while  110(F) cok  0  . 
 Now dim (cok An) = dim cok (A  ° Xn) - dim cok (Xn) . But cok (6,11 ° Xn) = cok A110(-n) 
 and has dimension  (d-l)n-1 by Lemma 8.8. Finally cok (Xn) is evidently isomorphic 
with H0(F#).
Theorem 8.7
Suppose that the reduction, F , of F is  non-singular. Then:
 (1)  C(F) = 0 for i  >  0 
(2) dim  130(F) =  d1  f(d-l)n +  (-1)n  (d-1)) 
(3) The image of the unit ball of  20(F) in H0(F) is a finite8Kmodule
Proof: Suppose first n = 1 . Then F = c  Xi  with c a unit in  ck . Now it's 
easy to see that the complex  2. (c  Xid) is essentially the same as the complex  2.(cX1),
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the only difference being that the boundary  map0is multiplied by d  . 
Theorem 8.6 then shows that H0(F) = H1(F) = 0 .
Suppose next n > 1 . By replacing K by a finite extension and making an invertibL
 chatigeofco-ordinatesX.---> E a.
Ij X we may assume thatF is regular. Lemmas 8.9
       — —a 
and 8.11 then give (1). Since F is regular,  F is non-singular. Lemma 8.11 and 
an induction give (2). To prove (3) it suffices to show that the image of the unit 
                         ) 
ballofw(-0invi(-0/(En-1&iV1n) +A(-n'-'0"w(-n)) is a finite 0- 
                                                                           Kmodule; i.e.  1
that the image of the unit ball of ;ii-n)0(F) in H0(4n) (F)) is a finite a- 
                                                                                     Kmodule. 
Since the unit ball in  4-1.1)(F) is a complex of flat separated  Ck-complete  Ck-modules
this follows from Theorem  8.5 and Lemma 8.7. 
Theorem 8.8
    Let k = GF(q) be a finite field (of characteristic p 2) and let f be 
an element of  k[X==*,Xn]  , homogeneous of degree d and defining a  non-singular
projective hypersurface U in  1Pn-1
Let  4 be the complex constructed from f in Chapter 7, and a:  4.
the chain map constructed there. Then:
(1)  Hi  (4)  =  0 for  i 
(2) dim  H0(2.) =  k =  d1  ((d-1)n +  (-1)n (d-1))
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(3) If  q.(1 < i < 2) are the eigenvalues of (a)* onF(4), then the  Ni-0' 
     yiare non-zero algebraic integers
                                                 _ 
 (4)  Ns(U) = q(-1  (-1)n  E 
          cisn-1)s-1  11
Proof: (1) and (2) follow from Theorems 8.2 and 8.7. For an operator on a finite 
dimensional space,  Tr
nuc is the ordinary trace. The "Lefschetz fixed point  theorem",
 2 n-2  +1 
Theorem  7.5,  then gives  (4). It follows that  E  (1-yit) =  (  H  (1-qst)  • Cu(t))  . 
              1 s=0
 2 
                                                                        algehrain integers, Tt
1
remainstoshowthatY i, i.e. that (a)* is bijective. We have a commutative
diagram:
         a   0  
                >0                   0
 1/  (a0 H0(~.)  >  H
Put a Banach space structure on the finite dimensional space  110(e) , taking any
basis as orthonormal basis. By Theorem 8.7, the map  H0(4 is continuous.
Furthermore a0:00has dense image. (For it suffices to show that
 *  ° H : LA  > LA has dense image. This follows by factoring  4t  ° H as 
    1. *1. L
ALAq(1)  > LA (q)> LA since LA is dense in LA (T1),and Hand* 
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are continuous and onto.) The diagram above now shows that  ((Deo)* has dense  image. 
So  (a0)* is onto, and we're done.
     To handle the case p = 2 we generalize the definition of the complex (F) 
a little. Let d be an integer  >  0 and F be an element of  Ck[X1,•,Xn]. 
In defining  Z(F) the fact that F was homogeneous of degree  d was only used 
to show thatLS, K[X](j) c K[X](j-1). This remains true if we only assume that every
monomial  occurring in F has degree a multiple of d . So in this extended context
we may still speak of  2.(F) and  1H.(F)  . 
Theorem 8.9 
     Suppose that characteristic K = p , that every monomial occurring in F has 
degree either d or a multiple of pd , and that the reduction  F of F has the 
form f + g where f is homogeneous of degree  d and non-singular, each monomial 
in g has degree > d , and g.1 0 for all i . Then the conclusions of Theorem
8.7 remain true.
 Proof Again the proof is easiest when  pLd. For, since  gi = 0 for all i , the 
reduction of the unit ball in  2(F) is just  4(f) , and we may use Theorems 8.3, 
8.4 and 8.5. To handle the general case one again has to introduce maps 
 (j):  K[x](j)  ---H>  K[X](j). This is done as  follows. Write F = E  F(1) with 
 F(i) homogeneous of degree i . If cp is a monomial in  K[X](i), let 
 A  0)  (co degF(03Again,A
0 = A0(j-1) Al                                                                       
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 and we may build complexes 2. (i)(F) , a chain mapA0:(j)(F)(j.)                                                          (F) , 
and the mapping cone  74  (F)  ofb  .
    Since  gi = 0 for all i , the reduction of the unit ball in(i)(F) is 
just  2.(j)(f) . Since  E  F(i) reduces to f , the reduction of  60 is just 
 A0:  4(j)(f)  ---->4(j)(f) . It follows that the unit ball in  ^.j)(F) has 
reduction  P.(j)(f) . This enables us to prove Lemma 8.8 for our more general F 
(assuming that f is regular). The proofs of Lemmas 8.9, 8.10,  8.11 and Theorem 8.7 
 now go through virtually unchanged. 
,,,,,_0,^ illeoremU.Lu
Theorem 8.8 remains true when characteristic k  = 2 , provided we replace
and  a by  d!.' and  at  . (See Chapter 7 for the appropriate definitions).
Proof: Let K be the field obtained from  Q2 by adjoining the roots of  Xq = X  , 
and F be the  Teichmaler lifting of f  . Set F'  =  -F  - F(2)  (X2) -  2  F(4)  (X4)  , 
G = X0,Fand G'G + 2G(2)  (X2) + 16  0(4)(X4) . We show first that the complex 
     constructed in Chapter 7 is isomorphic to  2.(F') . The map is the same as that 
                                                                         s 
                                   () ofTheorem  V.G.  In  otherwordsitis a  direct sum of  maps W\°-"1  > L- sending                                                                   A
      .j, IXI+n-s   XX int o (-2X0).k  n -X.)°X where j - . To see this is a chain map we must 
 leA
show that the  following diagram commutes:
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 w(s-n)                 > L-                   A
                    41, Di' 
 W(s-l-n)    LTUO)
whereA.M=9.1-(P).9andp.'(9)=)C.9....2X.(G').cp. This is straight- 
                                       JJ
forward.
Now F' satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 8.9. It follows from Theorem 8.9
and the isomorphism above that  Hi(4') = 0 for  i > 0 while dim  110(4') =  A = 
d-1 ((d-l)n + (-1)n  (d-1)) . We now continue as in the proof of Theorem 8.8, using 
the Lefschetz fixed point theorem, Theorem 7.8.
    Finally we give some examples to illustrate Theorems 8.8 and 8.10. Suppose first 
n = 3. Then U is a non-singular (and therefore absolutely irreducible) plane curve 
f(X1, X2  ,  X3) = 0 . Also  A =  d1  ((d-1)3 -  (d-1)) = (d-1) (d-2) = 2g where g is
 I
the genus of U . Then  Ns(U) =  qs + 1 - E  y.s , in accordance  with the results of
 1 
Chapter 2.
Suppose next that n =  5 and d = 3 so that U is a cubic 3-fold. Then 
 in
 A = 17.,(27-2) = 10and Ns(U) = q3s  + q2s  + qs  + 1 -  E  y4sBombieri and Swinnerton-Dyer 
 1 
.  . 3/2have shown in [1]  thatly = q  in this case (at least if p 2). Finally we have 
 the case of the quartic surface n = d =  4 . Then  £ = (34 + 3) = 21 and
            2  2s21
 Ns(U) = q +  q +  1  +  E  y. . For certain special quartic surfaces Dwork has recently 
given a remarkable proof that Hedq 
                                                                    
.1
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Chapter  2 - Connections  with  cohomology theories
In the calculation of  Ns(U) for a non-singular projective hypersurface U
defined over GF(q) , certain complexes and homology groups played a key part. 
We shall study these complexes more closely in this chapter and try to  show that 
there is a cohomology theory of De Rham type lurking in the  wings. First we shall 
look at the  "algebraic  complex"  4 of Chapter 7, and then go on the "analytic 
 complex"  .
     Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and f 0 an element of k[X] = 
 k[X1,•..,X n] , homogeneous of degree m  . In Chapter 8 we defined  ope2ators 
 cp   >tp.-F.f.yon k[X] and a  subcomplex  4(f) , with homology H.(f)  , 
of the Koszul complex  K•(k[X];  A1,•..,A11). It turned out that  4(f) was iso-
morphic with the complex  4 of Chapter  7. We shall find it more convenient in 
this chapter to replace  4(f) by an isomorphic co-complex  e(f)
     To this end we define Koszul  cohomology. Suppose  that'
n are commuting 
endomorphisms of an abelian group A  . Then A  70 A Zn may be given the structure
 Z
of co-complex, the degree 1 coboundary map  3 sending a  ei  ^  ^  e. into
 1  _s
 F D.(a) ee. ^ ei
s. Denote this co-complex by K°(.A.;, and j3'I 11 
its cohomology by  1-1.(A; We see readily that with the obvious renumbering
of  dimensions the complex K.(A) and the co-complex  K.(A) are isomorphic
  NowleteMbethesubcomPle
iof               1s 
 K'(k[X];  ‘1,••.,A11), and  le(f) be the cohomology of  e(f)  . The isomorphism
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between K.(k[X]) and  K.(k[X]) maps  4(f) onto  e(f) . It follows that 
 H.(f) . It  will be convenient to work with a subcomplex of  em  . 
Definition 4- '(f) for i  >  0 .  4 = (zip(f)lz has constant term 0) 
                     17-
    The cohomology of will be denoted by  Hi(f) . Evidently  4(f) = 
Hi(f) for  i  > 2  . 
                                                  ..._ 
Definition r:  ';/.  >  i is the degree  -1 map 
 cp  e. ^ ... ^ e.-> E  (-1)j+1 X.9e.  ^  ... ne'.  " ... e. . A:e>----ei 
 11 is  1j 11  ii  1s 0# 
is the degree 0 map ipe./....^ e. , where  
 1s  -1s 
 cp is homogeneous of degree  mA-s  .
Lemma 9.1 A0is a chain map,and  6r +  rb = m A0. 
Proof: Let  z =  cp  e.  •••  ei  with  cp homogeneous of degree  ml-s . Set
1
S = (i1"is). Then  6r +  rb (z) =E Ak(Xkcp) + EXk A(p)) e.^^e. + 
 keS k/S111s
terms which cancel in pairs. This may be rewritten as
 n  n
 (E  Xkcpk +  scp + E  Xk  fk  p)  e.  ^  ^ ei . By the Euler identity, this is 
1 1 
m  A0(z)  . So  6r +  rb = m A0  . It follows that  6L0 = A0  b  .
    Assuming that f 0  we see immediately that the chain map A0 has kernel 0  . 
We next show how to identify the cokernel of A0  with a complex of differential
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forms. Suppose A is a k-algebra. Let  0.(A) denote the exterior algebra on the
A-module  01A/k .  0.(A) admits a degree 1 coboundary map; exterior differentiation. 
The cohomology of  (0.(A),d) will be denoted by  Hpit(A) and called the (algebraic) 
De Rham cohomology of A. A map of  k-algebras induces mappings on  c and  1-1;13
    Suppose now that A = k[X]f; the localization of k[X] with respect to the 
powers of f . Then  0•(A) is a free exterior algebra  on  dXi (1 < i < n). We 
show how to put a grading both on A  and on  Q.(A) . If  we let each  Xi have
weight 1 , then A has the structure of graded k-algebra (the weights being negative
as well as positive). Let  A(.) denote the  subspace of elements of A of weight j 
Then A(0) is a subalgebra of A  . Geometrically,A(0)is the co-ordinate ring
of the complement in  LPn®1                              of the projective hypersurface f = 0  .
 If  we  let  each  dX.  have weight 1 , the grading on A prolongs to a grading on
 0.'(A)  . Let 0(J)(A) be the space of elements of weight j . Since
7oX   ; AA are homogeneous mappings of weight =1 d:  0°(A) ---> Sr(A)  is
homogeneous of weight 0 , and the Q...(A) are subcomplexes of S2°(A)                           (
J)
Definition R:  0°  (A)  S2•  (A) is the degree -1 map
 cp d  X. ^ ^ d X.  > E (-1)j+1 X.  cr, d X.  ^  X.  ^ d X. 
   is11111j 1s
Lemma 9.2
(1) R (4) = m 
(2) R  (w A  1) =  (R  w  A  T.)  (_1)deg  w  (w  A  R  11)
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(3)  d  R+ R d (w) = j w for w  s O.(A)                      (j)
 (4) The inclusion map i.:r 0)(A) csr(A) is a homotopy equivalence of complexes.               (
 E  f  dX.
Proof: R(-7f.--)  - R(f 
  d 
                        a.  1  ) ) -  f1 •  E X.f. = m proving (1). 'She proof of (2) 
is straightforward. To prove (3) suppose w  =  cp dXj_ ^  ^ dXi
 1s
set S  = (i1"s). Then dR + Rd (w) = E(Xk 9) + E Xk. 
 kcS wckk/S 
dX.
1^ •••^  dX. + terms which cancel in pairs. This may be rewritten as   1  s
 (EXk.2-E-4)+scOdX.^—^dX..For cp homogeneous, this is precisely 
 1  aX  11  is
(weight w)  • w  . Finally, let p be the projection map  0.(A)----> El.(A)and                                             (0) 
let  R':  Q•  (A)  ---->  0.(A) be the map which is 0 on 52(03(A)and-1- • R on 
 Co)(A) for j  / 0 . Using (3) we see that R' is a chain homotopy between i  o p
and the identity. Thus i and p are homotopy inverses. 
Theorem 9.1 
 (1) There is an exact sequence of complexes:
    b a  o                > sCa                       > 0. (A) -> 0                    (0)
(2) For each i one has exact sequences:
0 (f)  >  Hip/i(A)  >  4+1 (f)  > 0
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 (3) There is a commutative diagram:
 0  4                 il
(0)                  ' (A)
 a0'(A)                 >(0)
Proof: Suppose z =  cp  e. A e. is in 4 with  cp homogeneous of degree 
 11  is 
 mA - s . By the definition of ,  A > 0  • Let  a(z) =  (-1)X-1(X-1):  cp/f1  • 
 dX,  n dX. Then a is a degree 0 map----> 0.0)(A) . a is obviously 
i onto.Since=0,a °A0= 0 . It's not 0 -1  _s 
hard to see that ker a  , image . To complete the proof of (1) we must show that 
 da  =  cab Now:
 da(z) WiftX d)C.  ax, dXi) 
         1s 
 (-1)A  X! E  w  f./fX+1 dX dXi ••• A dX. 3 
         1s
Since 6(z) = E (cp. + f. cp) eiAe/\°°' e. , a is indeed a chain map. 
                                   1s
The above exact sequence of complexes gives a long exact sequence of cohomology.
By Lemma 9.1  do induces the 0 map on  Hi(f) . (2)  now follows from Lemma 9.2  (4).
The proof of (3) is straightforward.
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Corollary H0(f) = H1(f) = 0 
Proof: SupposepE H0(f) . Then  Ai(p) = 0 for 1 < i < n . So 
 mA6(p)  E  X. A.  (p) = 0 . It follows that  p = 0 , and that  H0(f) =  Hif) = 0  . 
 1 1 1 
Now  it's easy to  see that HDR(A)  =k.  (IfpEA,  plik, then  p is part of a 
separating transcendence base of  k(X1,•,Xn) over k , there is a derivation of 
A non-trivial on  p , and  dcp 0). So by Theorem 9.1,  H(f) = k . Using the 
exact sequence of complexes 0  -> k  ----> 0 , we find 
that H1(f) = 0  .
    Theorem 9.1 relates the  H1(f) to the De Rham cohomology groups of A . One 
gets a nicer result by using the De Rham cohomology of A(0)  . 
Lemma  9.3 The natural map  Q.(A(o))  ---->  0'(A) is injective. 
Proof: Let A' be the subring  E A/."‘ of A . Then A' =  A(0)[f,f  ']  . 
 mu 
Since f is transcendental over  A(0)  , A' is isomorphic  with the ring  A(0)[t,t-1]
So it suffices to show that  0.(A1)  ->0.(A) is injective. Let K' and K be 
the quotient fields of A' and A ; K is a finite separable extension of  K'. 
It follows that  0.(K')  ->  c  (K) is injective and that the kernel of the map 
 0.(A')  0.(A) is a torsion module. But A' is the co-ordinate ring of a 
non-singular k-variety. It follows that  0.(A') is projective, and thus torsion 
free, proving the lemma. (One may also show by a direct calculation, localizing at
X.111 , that  Q'(A') is a locally free A' module).
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    From now on we shall view  C(A(0)) as a subcomplex of  C(A) . Evidently 
 C(A(0)) C Q.(0)(A) .
Lemma  9.)4 Any  w  e  52(0)(A) may be uniquely written as w' + (  of A  w") with 
w' and  w" in  C(A(0)) . If R is the map of Lemma 9.2, then R maps 
Q(0)(A) intoC(A(o)) .
Proof: Let S  be the set of w which may be written as above; S is a subalgebra
ofC(0)(A).IfpisamonomialofdegmintheX.'s , then 
dp = d (E-)+ . soAE E  S  . Let p = Xm and p' = Xm-1 X . 
    f. 2'
ThenmXi2111-1dX.=mp dp'  -(m-1) p' dp . It follows that
X.2m-1     cl-XjFromas.Frothis-Ideseethat—c---:1s                                              /dxi.......cpciis in S , provided 
2
deg  cp  =  m2 - s and  / is large. Thus S =  Co)(A)
    Now if  R is the map of Lemma 9.2, R(A(0)) = 0  . Since dR + Rd = 0 on A(0)  , 
 R annihilates dA(0) as well. Using (1) and (2) of Lemma 9.3 we find that R 
                                            df. annihilates 0.(A(0)) and that R(w) = R(3)  w"  =  mw" . So  w" is uniquely 
determined by w , and the same is true of  w' Finally,  mw" is in  C(A(0)) 
Theorem 9.2 
  HDR (A) HDR1  (A(0))--  HDR (A(0))
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Proof: By Lemmas 9.3 and  9.14,  c(0)(A) is a direct 
isomorphic to  0*(A(0)) and the other isomorphic to
Now apply Lemma 9.2,  (4).
               ii- 
Theorems 9.1and  9,2 suggest that Hit(f)A,,HDR1
isomorphism  we introduce one further map.
Definition Let  cl = 0 and  ex  =  -(1 +  2 +  "° + 
 y:  >  4 by:
        ei  cX  cp  e. •-• 
   1s1
degree  mA-s  .
Lemma 9.5 If z  e  cr(y5-EN) z =  "  Q(z)
Proof: We may assume z =  cp  ei  --•  n  e, with
 -1  -5
Then, (y5 -  5y)z =  (c14.1 - cA ,E) •f.e e. ••                       Jj9j1 
 a(y8 -  5y)z  =  (cX+1 -  c1)  •  (-1)A  .  X!  •    •  E  f 
                                      fX+1 
cX+1- cXX= - —this is just—a(z) .    1 ,df 
Lemma  9.6 The map  a:  ei 52;0)(A) is chain
df 
Tn  0.(A(0)) of  0i0)(A)  . subcomplex
sum of 2 subcomplexes, one
 0.(A(o)) shifted over by 1  .
(A(0)). To get an explicit
1
X-1for  A > 1  . Define 
A e. , for  9 homogeneous of









Proof:  a r y is a degree  -1 map  ->  Q(0)(A) . Let us compute d  (a r y)
+  (a r  y)  °  5 . Since  do  =  ab‘ this may be rewritten as
 (a  (Er +  rb) y +  for (yb - by)). By Lemma 9.1 and Theorem 9.1,  a(br +  rb) =  a  DO  = 0
Furthermore  or =  Ra ; it follows that d  °  (a r y) +  ( a r  y)  °  5 maps z into
R  a  (yb -  by)z  =  R  (.4  a (z)) by Lemma 9.5. Using Lemma 9.2, we may rewrite this 
as m  a (z) -  ( (31 "R a (z)). By Lemma  9.4, R  a(z) is in  C(A(0)) ; it follows 
that  m1  (a r y) provides the desired chain homotopy.
    From now on we shall think of HR(A(0))and Hi-1(A(0)) as imbedded as 
       DDR 
complementary  subspaces in 14)-R(A)  . (For an explicit description of the imbedding,
look at the proof of Theorem 9.2.)
                                         i Lemma 9.7 The homomorphism?t:  HDR(A)-> H#+1(f) of Theorem 9.1 maps 
 HDR(A(0)) surjectively. 
Proof: Suppose z is a cocycle in  4+1 . Set w = R (z) = a r (z) .. Set w = R (z) = a r (z) . Then
 W E 0(0)(A)and dw = - Rd a (z) = -R a b(z) = 0 . Since w e image R, it represents 
a  cohomology class in 1-1R0,). Now r (z) is a pull-back of w by  o to 4 , 
       D and  b (r(z)) = (br + rb) z = A (z) . The definition of the connecting homomorphism 
                           0
in an exact sequence of complexes then shows that  ?i maps the cohomology class of w 
onto the cohomology class of  z , proving the lemma.
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Theorem 9.3
              *     The mapa  H#(f)  ->4R(A) of Theorem 9.1 maps  4(f) isomorphically 
onto the subspace HDR1(A(0))  . 
Proof: By Theorem 9.1,  c injective; by Lemma 9.6  image  a  c:4;(A(0))  .
 _1Suppose a  E  HL1'(A(0)) . Let  ?, be the connecting homomorphism of Lemma 9.7.
Lemma 9.7 there is an  a, in HZR(A(0)) such that a(a1) = 20)  r So a -  a'            -D
in the image of  a , a'  = 0 , and the theorem follows.
Using the corollary to Theorem 9.1 and the fact that  H1(f) =  14(f) for i
we get:
                                                                      i- 
Corollary  HoH1(f) = 0 . For  i >2H(f) ft.14_DR1(A(0))  . 
            -
    Finally, since  Hi(f)  fte1(f): 
Theorem  9.14 
 l-iFor  i < n-2 ,  Hi(f)  H;;(A(0))  .  Hn_1(f) =  Hn(f) = 0  .
Corollary Suppose f is non-singular. Then: 
 0 ,
 (1) (A(0))=  k
(2) 1.1DR(A(0)) = 0 for  1  < i < n-2 




 >  2
Proof: (1) was proved in the course of proving the corollary to Theorem 9.1.
(2) and (3)  follow. from Theorem  9.4 and the calculations of Chapter 8. 
    Suppose now that V is a non-singular variety over k . Then Grothendieck,
(see [6]), has shown how to define algebraic De  Rham cohomology groups  li;R(V)  ; 
explicitly  11;11(V) is the hypercohomology of the complex of sheaves of differential 
forms on V . The assignment  VI-->  11;11(V) is functorial, and one gets a good
cohomology theory for non-singular varieties. When V is affine with co-ordinate ring
A , =  qR(A) . When k is the complexes, a comparison theorem of Grothendieck 
shows that  1-111(V) is just the classical cohomology of V , viewed as a complex
 manifold. 
     Now let U be the projective hypersurfacedefined by f  .  Theorem  9.4 shows
                                                -9 
that ,at  ii.(f)  H  DR(A(0))xHDR(I? -U) for i < n-2 . So when k =  T 
the H.(f) have a classical topological interpretation, and in any case they are
related to a good cohomology theory for k-varieties. If U is non-singular one 
may use the corollary to Theorem  9.4 together with a Gysin sequence to calculate
the groups  Hjim(U)  . In particular it can be shown that  H0(f) imbeds as a sub-
space of HDR2(U) of  codimension 0 or 1 according as n is odd or even. This
result is due to Katz  [7]. 
     We next turn our attention to "analytic homology". Let K be a complete
discretely  normed field of characteristic 0 whose residue class field K has
characteristic p > 0 . Assume further that K contains a root  A of  xp-1 = -p  . 
Let F be a homogeneous element of  Ck[X1,•,Xn] of degree m such that  F 0  . 
In Chapter 7 we constructed a certain complex  4 from F ; let  H.(F) denote
the homology of this complex.
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     Suppose first that the reduction F of F is non-singular and let U and U 
be the projective hypersurfaces determined by F and F . By Theorems 8.3 and 8.7, 
dim  110(F) = dim  H0(F) =  m-1  ((m-1)n +  (-1)n  (m-1)). It's easy to see that 
 Ho(F)o(F) is onto and hence bijective. So we may identify H0(F) with a 
subspace of HDR2 (U) of codimension 0 or 1 . Assume now that  K = GF(q) , 
that characteristic  K 2 , and that the co-efficients of F satisfy  cq  = c  . 
Then we have constructed an operator  a* on  Ho(F) and proved (see Theorem 8.8) 
             (q(n-2)s... + 1) 4. (_1)nTr (q-1sThe Lefschetz fixed pointa*) thatN/Tr\ =N5(U)/
theorem formalism then strongly suggests that HDR2 (U) should be thought of as an
                                                                    1 n,-2 dimensional cohomology group of U with co-efficients in K ,and that qa* 
                                                n 
should be the restriction to110(F) of a map HD2(U)  > Hn-DR2 (U) induced by
the Frobenius.
     This circle of ideas has been developed in detail by Lubkin [8]. He has shown 
that  if  V is a non-singular  projective variety over  K , then  any two  liftings of V 
to K have canonically isomorphic De Rham  cohomology. Furthermore if V and  W 
are non-singular projective with liftings V and W then any morphism  V  ----> 
induces a map  H;R(W)  HI'xi  (V) . In this way one gets a good cohomology theory 
 U----> HLub.(U)HDR (U) for liftable projective varieties overK. WhenUis 
a non-singular projective hypersurface defined by  F , then as we have seen  Ho(F) 
 n-2 imbeds in  HLub (U) . Presumably the map induced by the Frobenius in  Lubkin's theory
restricts to Dwork's  q-I  a*  .
     Let us now turn to the case of an F whose reduction F may be singular. Let 
U be the projective hypersurface defined by  F  . Theorem  9.4 suggests that 
H.(F) , (i <  n-2) , be thought of as an  n-l-i dimensional  cohomology group, with 
co-efficients in K , of the affine variety  2n-1 . When  F is singular, the
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H.(F) are unreasonable however, and it is better to replace the  complex  4 by 
a larger complex  4 which we now describe.
 Recall that L  C K  [[X0,•,Xn]] is the Banach space having as orthonormal
 1 _n
 0 basetheelementsgXXwithmX=EX..More generally  L(y) has as orthonormal 
             0 1                                   1
               [10X ]                    0 
base the elementsIT  XX with  ml =  E X.. Let  L+ =y>U0 L(y) . Then  Lis 
   0 
                                     1
 8
stable under the operators  Di = (exp X0F)  .  Xi (exp  n X0 F) , and we may
1
build a  complex  d. contained in K.  (L1-;  D1,•..,Dn) in the  same way that  we built 
2  C K. (L; D,,...,D) . Denote the homology ofby(F)
_L-
When K is finite one has an endomorphism = (exp  it  X0F)  C  * (exp  g  X0F)
of  L and a chain map a:  d!.  me+ as in Chapter 7. It may be shown that  a.
and (a.)are nuclear and that the  Lefschetz fixed point theorem, Theorem 7.5,     (a.) 
remains valid  with  4 replaced by  4 If  F is  non-singular it  doesn't matter 
whetheroneworkswithi.or4.Indeedonecanshowthat1F) in 
this case. But this need not be true when F is singular. One final fact: the
 + , 
H. (F) only depend on the reduction of F  . Indeed if F1 and F2 have the  same 
reduction, then multiplication by exp  g X0 (F1-F2) sets up an isomorphism between 
the complexes attached to F1 and F2  .
     Now for non-singular affine varieties over K (subject to a mild restriction), 
 Washnitzer and I have developed a cohomology theory which we call "formal cohomology"  ; 
the theory is of De Rham type and the co-efficient field is K . What one expects and
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 canmoreorlessproveisthatthespacesH.+(F) bear the same relation to formal 
cohomology that the  Hi(F) bear to De Rham cohomology. To make things more
precise, let's adopt the language of [10]. If A is a K-algebra which lifts 
very smoothly to  Ck let  Hp'or  (A) denote the formal  cohomology of  A with 
co-efficients in K . Let  A(0) be the co-ordinate ring of  1?n-1 -  U  .
Theorem 9.5
     Suppose that  A(0) lifts very smoothly. Then, for i < n-2 
 Hi (F) HnF1i (A(0)) . Furthermore114--1(F) =114-(F) = 0 .  orn
 Results  of  this  sort  were first  proved  by  Katz  in  [7]  T  suspect  that A
                                                 (0) 
always lifts very smoothly, (it always has a weak formalization), but have been 
unable to prove this so far.
    The proof of Theorem 9.5 is much like that of Theorem  9.4, but as it's analytically 
nasty we won't go into it. One final remark. Suppose that  K is finite. Then under
the identification of Theorem 9.5 the Dwork map  (Cti), is essentially the inverse 
of the map induced by the Frobenius on  Hn-l-i  (A(0)) , and the Lefschetz fixed point 
 For
theorem, Theorem 7.5, becomes a special  case of a result proved in [11].
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